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To ipin Shea from ''arold Vieishorg JFK assassination records appeals, 4/3/79 
New Urioens and ilaHq; kritacy act appeals 

It has been solos time since I roecived what New Osloans Field Office records have 

Leen prividoe in C.A. 7i3440420. I went over them as soon as it was possible, which was not 

very long after receipt, indicating those of which I wanted copies for my subject files 

and for appeals. Thereafter much of my time was taken by checking out and responding to 

false, deceptive mu misleading affidavits, an FBI eu.edality but alas, not NM 

an FBI monopii. I 4as not possible for me to return to these N.O. copies until early 

day before yesterday. During the past few days I  have also reviewed some FBIN records 

based cal which I also appeal denials. In most cases copies will be .ttached. 

In general the searching and Processing of these records reflects the traditional 

FBI mind-set, that FOIA is a withholding rather than a disclosing statute. There is 

totally unnoceeeary and unjustified withholding throughout. Some is mere arbitrariness 
6.10-44oldio) 

and capriciousness. Sons: is of what the FBI itself testified to before the Congress 
A 

and also disclosed in these same records. Some is what the FBI agreed for the Warren 

Commis:,ion to publish. Some io of what is and always had been readily available in the 

Rational Archives. The 'content of newspapers and books, also is withheld. FBI names are 

withheld wiliy-Hilly while they are also disclosed. There is false claim to exclusive 

source or confidentiality of informant. Misuse of (b)(7).(C) and (D) is extensive and 

in most if not all instances without need of justification. (I will identify enough to 

make this point.) Taerc is disclosure of what thereafter is withhkid and is relevant, 

as notes made and files searched. 

The withholdings are so extensive and in some cases adept that noehere in these dew 

Orleans files are the :special Garrison files disclosed. Not even their existence, which 

I learned from other records. There are Garrison intccepts not included, even reflected, 

that have been disclosed to me in several ways prior to the processing off these files. 

(One is in C.I.75-1996.) I'll be surprised if there are no record_ relevant to my PA 

request within those garrison files, one of which is and 80 file. (I will provide and 
attached 

explain several/records relevant to my PA request and not provided uncle: it.) 

AL4 
At the seme time there is disclosure of what is withh 	from all other searches I 



recall in all other cases, such as how indicoo are oenrched as well as the existence of 

files on pecsons whose melee were searched through the indices. (The Fel does not withhold 

where it does not agree with the political mews of those 'mos whose names are searched. 

For thee !here is no concern over privecy. Yetiet other cases it claims the need to 

withhold existence of a file even when it discloses the names.) 

The FBI provided information to the Attorney 'l c-moral relating to Clay Shaw that is 

not provided or even referred to. The information was later alleged to have been in-

accurate and was apoleetzed for in an ofricial statement also not included or even re-

ferred to. (Garrison had Clay Shaw charged with conspiracy to kill JFk, with David Ferrie 

and Lee Harvey Oswald.) 

Tee FBI also provided records to private persons, including commercial investigators, 

that it has not provided in this case. by knowledge comes from copies in my possession not 

from the FBI but from the files of these commercial investigative services with whom the 

FBI has its own traditional relationships and deals. I cite one illustration, information 

on, and relating• to the late David Ferrie. 

(es a matter of fact during the days of the Garrison fiasco there were anti—Garrison 

meetings in the F3I 110 FO. Virtually parties. These included Ferrie and the press. There 

is no indication of this in the records provided. Some Of those present made notes I have.) 

The extent of the anti—Garrison opertion is indicated in/ a few of these New Orleans 

records. One has to do with special overtime work by large numbers of employees. The FBI 

a.so had ut least one inside source I've made no effort to identify. 
to 

There are virtually no record.; relating/the so—called "critics" who were in mew 

Orleans,including me. I net certain Lhat the FBI as,eumed I was in "arrison's pocket, 

which is not the case at all. This general attitude continued to the time of the Shaw 

trial, when despite its extensive coverage the Fel dues not provide the publidEed L's-

infortution thpt I sat at the couuscl table. In fact I was never in that court room and 

left flew Orleans before trial began. I never laid eyes on Shaw. 

However, I did cipeek to a number of informers and sources, ehich is not reflected in 
elelir  

the records pruvideu. (One instance was under PA.1 



How the FBI han its inforiuntion filed is not he-  concern. Limiting search to its 

so-called Oswald and administrative/investigative ofrOC and 89 files automatically 

excluded information that is relevant and that the FBI knew and knows it has. 

The existence of indices by means of which compliance could have been effected is 

disclosed in the records i have. /Y,l t wry noroi r ei;auf. 
e. trocsui 	 Jr i-da Pa ArsiiI. 

There is no reflection in he reeordiprovided of historical-case clairmirrilass, 

,o Inge that are not normally justified. The clear intent is to 

withhold, not to disclose historically important information. Adequate samples will be 

attached together with the proof that the withneed information was public domain. 

Whale on the one hand the FBI withheld even from the Warren Commission, which 

reflects a desire to continuo to withold, on the other hand, whatever the legality or 

propriety of its Garrison interest he .an accusing it of everything under the sun. I an 

no longer certain whether he made more aocusations against the FBI than the (.:IA but his 

accusations were 'Lamy egoinet both. 

(Odle the FBI eithholde the public domain by referral to the CIA end the names of 

FBI supervisory personnel and others it discloses the name of the CIA's "field office" 

chief in N.O. while siwultaneounly =oaring to federal courts that it is forbidden to 

wake such disclosures.) 

There having been no federal law violation at -Lie time the ireeident was killed 

NO 10 decided to wake it an assaulting; a federal officer case, this the 69 file. 

The first Serial ie thin file discloses that 6A2 were inetricted to make notes that 

have not been provideeL. The claims to privacy are not justified and the information to a 

extent is public, including it, Warren Commissionneacords. There is incogistency 

fl"./ 
in disclosing and withholding rgerprint information on the Same page. 

The Indices Search Slip referred to in Serial 35 is not provided. I believe the phone 

company souree is also disclosed while here withheld. (Muff seareA !hid 444_ witt,441411 

serial 50 is the kind of information that does not meet standards for 7D and the 

name is public in any event, be inning with FBI records never withheld. This is hardly 

a full and complete account of what this man, kncren to mu, told the NO FO if in fact he Spoke 

iciso 
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directly to the SAC, which I am inclined to doubt. Much other information about him is 

withheld. Mc is 'Ricardo" Davis, whose name is Richard Rudolph. I have had several long 

convereationa.with him on his initiative after he read one of my books and phoned me. Be 

is quite a blber. Ate hat titan moved to houston. 11c was involved in several FBI investi-

gations that aro historically important in this case WM are in part in records available 

a at the Archives, if not reflected at all in the records. He ran a flew Orleans racket, 

an anti-L;autro so-called training camp on the north side of Lake Pontchartrain. It was 

u means of getting money. Ile broke th. camp up when warned by federal officials after a 

nearby one was forced to be raided by the FBI, ofd which there also is no reflection 

:n the records provided, althouah it was is the newspapers and connected with high Mafia 

types. ( 	aas became an ,i ntegral part of the War en investigation and conclusions, 

1$0 ?Le- A4Ciat 	o&-ii 	Ar14414t 

report of carulessnesa with explosives led to the FBI raid and the girl friend who accompanied 

A 
Davis on what she described as a very wild trip over shell roads to alert Davis' gang to 

emu. Tao FBI sources named Carlos Bringuiea and Carlos auiroiliteget those men out 

of.the hew Orleans area. Again, not reflected in the records provided. Nor is the report 

of the Louisiana stets police, whicit aitilout doubt La e its report to the FBI. The investi-

gation was by the aaton Rouge Barracks, not the nearby Si. Tammany Parish barracks. Pictures 

also were taken -by the police authorities. I had good sources in two of them outside 
Jr 

Orleans Parish and have a set of picturns of that 	nformation from the State police 
A's awl proy,4,r oirsamoif 

is indicated as withheld, I believe improperly. One 	was aMajor Trosclair. There are 

other records in which Davis name is wit bled in these so-called historical case releases 

where it was 11/, withheld by the FBI in g965, before there was a FOIA. 

am Serial * whether or not ordinarily properly, as I believe not, withhoL the 
1, 

name of a poatalinspector. his name is in the available Commission records and was the 

subject of published testimony. 

Whether or not there is today a real b1 claim possible for Serial 77 and whether or 

not it was legitimately b1 at -Lie tiae the record was made it is apparent that there is 

reasonably seg-regable information ia the obliterated paragraph on page 1. If nothing else 

I found the man whose 
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it is the identification of Clark, who then was AMC, There is no indication that this 

(and the other bi recordo) was classified prior to my information ruquests. The first 
hir4 

dated classificatiou
A 
 V78. 

I hove the same (locutions relatini; to Serial 79 in which Clark is identified. 

Serial 	is another of the records withholding Ricardo Davis' name. Toe bad the 
(0.4.0 /101r4r)  

FBI uithh...ad the interviuweport returned to  I'd Ulm to see how graphically Davis told 

the FBI 1111 about how he identified those he regarded as the right people for the New 

York Oity ilolice horse) to trample. Or whether he told it all about his "camp! and its 

breakup tuid. its importance in establidLing what can be interpreted as an Oswald "cover." 

The name written on the bottom of tie record is not that of either of the SAs whose 

reports are of less than en investigation of the Davis camp, connected with the" so—

called Christian J-Jemieratic Movement or ODk. I'm also interested if he gave the FBI a name 

that a decade later become well known, Jack Caulfield, as I believe he might have. Yes, 

Watergate Caulfield. 1)41/11  wirald wig% alit-  N IIPO knit. 

(E) 	
1:Jorial 95 is of interest for mere than a claim to bl when the rest of the record 

indicates no logical oasis for the claim. I'm attaching the first two les only. TWO 

mytholo6ius, both ofZicial and originating with the FBI, relate to this record. The 
AS rpealiftlla 

co is not coMplete, as i. not indicating the other Pbrrie records the FBI had and 

not stating how it came that Voebel "advised he knew USIGID" in junior high, where they 

were inde,A friends. There.should be a prior record and other related records. Important 

cHtrfirsi 
on page 2 grid probably a point at which the record was censored in its 	ble is the 

first sentence/of the iirnt fall parai:;raph, that "h_ and OSWALD were members of the Civil 

Patrol with Captain DAVE FEBalE." 

I have to enter a guilty plea to having boon the one who brought the Ferris name. to 

public attention. I cannot as:wme reiponsibility for thf; mythologies that followed. They 
tooku.k 

are a natural conscquenco of (improper official suppressions and misrepresenglions 

Desilvfm 

prits/JoHJ 
transcripts, Theo 	•6an idth the FBI 	were congenial to its and the Commission's 

preconceptions. 

extended even to thy: censoring of the published Warren Commission 



It was pretended that Oswald was not a member of the CAP am. that Ferrie than had 

no connection with it. The F,I has the same picture I have of Oswald in his CAP uniform. 

It had and for years withheld without sanction in the Act or regulationa much other 

relevant inforuetion. It still withholds  records it must have that y  obtained indirectly 
vICA 

from its sources, including membership lists. Of the possible dxplanations for this in 

addition to the foregoing connection with Ferrie is gie fact that an FBI source recruited 

both Voebel and Oswald into the CAP. He was an FBI source as a member of the New Orleans 

rolicv DeparLm.mt vice squad. lie was also a schoolmate of bath. He is -'rederick S. O'Sul-

livan. lie lied under oath about Ferric in Commission deposition, which is at the censored 

part. Relevant recoedo are anon the very few compliances with my requests of the .0epart-

ment during the hitchell—Kleindienst FOIL regime. Exaidnation of those records discloses 

no basis for the years of withholding other than suppression of what officialdom wanted 

to suppress. Your own elmnination, of the 	set or mLne, will establishlthis. 

4".  Another mythology is that one Jack S. hartin, whose right name I think is Sips, 

is- responsible for the disclosure to Garrison of an all,:ged. Ferris-Oswald connection. 

t
h:l.s is not true although it dates to the time of the assassination. What this November 25 

record .after Ferie's arrest) does not disclose is the November 22 diSclosures by Voebel 

on New 011eans TV. I doubt that for three days after the TV broadcast the FBI had no 

record. teore appears to be involved from my personal investigations. O'Bullivan had other 

and later- involvemcnts. 

Phillip Gcraci IiKs present when Odwald went to the store of one Carlos Bringuier, 

who picked the'ght with Oswald that led to all the attention Oswald ceceived in New 
i?-  ‘1,101 r . 	 41  

Orleans clad proof of which he took to )Mexico allegedly to establish bie pro—Castro credentials. 
. 	r ri,  cth gh 

He ,enufactured others by a "Fair Play forltuba ConuAttee" of his own.. 	 (an 

area of Pill wit) holdinL; in records I'll come to later). This an area of much lying, bek,in-
... 

ning with Lho FBI and extending to the alteration of the transcript of Goracils Commission 

deposition, the typescript of which I have. Bringuier lied. The also—knowing Secret Service 

content itself with silence while presenting proof of the lying to the Commission. This 
(Ml 

all relates to the raid referred to above with Davis, uL;ed by Bringuier to to his first 

b 



1. If these and other record to which I refer in this manner are in disclosed FBIHQ 

eedords they are beyond retrieval because of the FBI's own "previously processed" 

mechanism and lack of adequate worksheet description. 

2. Martin was a NO FO source, for Regis Kennedy I know, whether or not for 

other SAs. 

3. With his chum Bill Dwyer, whose mother I interviewed. No reference to either is 

in the NO FO records. The earliest in the Commission records, from 89-69, is dated 

11/29/63. All three Geracis told ma the FBI was there much earlier. Maybe it was another 

friend, Vance Blalock, I've forgotten:add am not checking. Bringuier then managed 
Roca. 

Casa omit. Later he moved a few doors and to the name Casa Cuba. 
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ma-tin, with and allo[pd suspicion of 0:-.1wald. (BriLLuier was an FBI and CIA source. 

It way help to recall his nickname among fellow anti-Castros, El EAupides, which I'm 

told means not stupid but Thu Stupidity.) 
(Stela/ er.) 	Ottidud Thu 1;pch:_inge Alicy'n the Voebel report was behind the street on which Bringuier 

6/0 Ofd Of 	 1 	 1 
had his store. alimiCis Jhero Oswald lived when in junior high. 

Tho PDI found Geraci, interviewed him, his parents and others, and provided him to 

the Commission. It also interviewed Bringuier and others often on the &lin,. matters. 

:drixtoaier's fakes cover story, protected by the FBI and the Commission and by the 

literationo of the typescript, itt that he 4st met Oswald when Goraci was first in his 

store immediately after the 7/31/63 FBI raid on the anti-Castro explosives in St. Tammany 

Pgrish, which was reported in the New Orleans papers. Dringuier dated this at August 2 and 

5 at different times but never before the raid. In  actuality it was in hay or June with 

no connection with the FBI's raid. 

(Following this raid there was further hardening of national policy against dangerous 

'snti-Castro activities.) 

my own inquiries I wan familiar with Geraci's history, including the Jefferson 

11,f5 is without question and doubly confirmed. 

Ity other sources include both of Geraci's parents before his father was killed, when 

the son was in VN, that Gcraci, interviewed along with his mother at my request in the 

presence of the family lawyer because I wanted to protect this very vulnerable young man. 

Ile had been subpoenaed by G:2.rrison and had ignored the subpoena'when the Red Cross returned 

him to the U.S. I wao ado to make a doal with t,..e Garrison office to forget the subpoena 

if the kid talked to mu and I told them anything relevant. The interview was taped with 

the family lawyer controlling the mike switch, at my su,;;;estion. I have the tape. 

What follows is fact to which I prtend no meaning even though I se..; meaning in it. 

I also taped the interview with the parents and played it back to them before I left. 

Fairish juvenile record and report by u sergeant whose name I recall as Bourne. (I'm not 

searching old records.) istagi-days friend of Geraci 1.ias a nflreink aria a source for me. 
olhir,oarhor 	 std aiw etc....044  tod.,_ nyvvyt oftg She figures slightly in .11L roeords .. V o r or notAmmompsitionaink 

./1  



4. I recall no reference to the raid in the NO FO records. It was included in the 

investigation. 

5. Because in this I an alleging lying and misrepresentation and withholding and motive 

for withholding I have located and attach 62-109060-6593. Some of it and the attachment is 

fit true, Dome false. Turner's story is fabrication, with some limited contact with 

reality: she wrote Geraci for me to tell him I believed I could avoid his being called 

before the grand jury. And I did. 

Both Bringuier and the FBI forgot their earlier misrepresentations about the first 

Oswald-Bringuier contact. Bringuier disclosed this about the middle of page 2 of the 

enclosure:"Bringuier related that he ealia saw Geraci on August 5, 1963"(emphazis added) 

Despite this the attachment closes with the FBI's re-iteration of the August 5 meeting 

QrLly. 

In this record the FBI is Covering up for Bringuier. The Borne report was my original 

source of the homosexual assault on Geraci. It accounts in full for the incident, from 

Turner's meeting Geraci when he returned from running away from home to taking him to 

Bringuier and includes Bringuier's arranging for Geraci to stay where he was assaulted. 

The NO report doe:; not represent that it has no information on Turner. Only no 

information it interprets as derogatory. 

Routing of a copy to #puston for no apparent reason is interesting because Turner 

had a Houston past, a mare spectacular one subsequently, including jd1ing, and has 

regularly represented to me that she is being supported by a federal agency. 
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After the father's death and the Garrison subpoena the mother, who was very dominating 

of Philip even then, decided to tell we more. At ti wt point Philip decided to tell them, 
airtadt 

the mother and the lawyer, what I
4 
 had told the lawyer but not the mother. 

One of the times Philip had run away from home, during his Civil Air Patrol days 

and after his me.ting Lit], Oswald, Lrineyier sot him up for a gangbang. Philip was 

homosexual. The narcfink, my source referred to above, Dione Turner, met Philip and took him 

to bringuier's, mime whence Bringuier sent iai Philip to where it happened instead of home. 

It was a joint called the Silver Dollnr. It figures, if not in this connection, in FBI 
NO• 

investigations, also not in these records. In the Archives, however. 
Pe r. Ctrs,1 

The actual tine of the 
A. 
Brinznier-Oswald-Geraci meeting/ according to the mother 

and records the father gave me, was as coon as school was out for the sunnier, about 

May, whey the mother tack Phillip and a friend to that part of town to buy CAP stuff 

while rho was at the dentist's. 

In proof of the date the father gave me copies of receipts Bringuier gave Philip. 

He got Philip to sell anti-Castro "bonds" at 5010 each. 

Meanwhile, pipe or otherwise, Oswald got Bringuier in trouble over the unlicensed 

selling of bonds, as he later told Dringuier, after the fight Bringuier pidked with him. 

In early 1967 Philip was out of high school, workinh in New Orleans and living there, 

not with his parents in Jefferson garish, which is a suburb. They lived on Green Meadows, 

in 14etairie. Garrison in publicly after Ferric, of the CAA" and other coanuctions. Then 

Ferric dies, with George Lardner the last known person to have seen him alive. 

Then, suddenly, the FhI source/ Oeeeld CAP recruiter/Fertie associate Vice Squad 

O'Sullivan and Jeff Parish Deputy Bourne in effect kidnap Philip, with his familOis assent, 

take him out of Orleans x'erish and hide him for a week with an uncle. The story is that they 

are doing this for Garrison and 4111 "protect" hilip. Off and on for about a week they 

question him. I, omit my opinions and r:Tort what the mother confirms, that it had to do 

with an alleged vice ring invojving Ferrie, Ada was a well-known and charged homosexual. 

Actually, I believe the word does not fit the man. 

In e very short time 4F Philip is in the Army and in VN. 

w wwww/wwwwwwmM• 
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None of this is in 	r,.:cords provided. There are sofo indications in other records 

of the Ilrwl sales but no tho data/ owl 1,hc.rost of it. Lirin6uie'a false cover, of turn, 

:U1 yr,' Aed - by the FIJI still. What little was .Ven to mc'llitge:rie withheld in the 

phittorical" .00rdo. That 0 I filalivan, :-cicmt. tcr1 	ad into the CAP is withheld from the 

N.O. Field Offioe recordo although it woo in the Archives, where the FBI originally 

withheld it for years, until after the Garrison mess. The withholding also protected 

FBI Joa.ce O'Sullivan from hie false swearing about Ferris to the Commission. What I 

r,eaIl 	te do with JO:: oharVs aLuiast Ferrie. O'Sullivan testified there were none. 

In fact ±ere were, in hie squad and to his knowledge also in the next .4'arish, Jefferson. 

Relate_; chLrges war', ,'filed in New urleans, where iorrie tried to fix witnesses. And all 

of this was ruportud 
	

papers and in my 1967 book wale it is withheld under b7c 

reflected in the NO WO rueords provided. 

r,:porta that (Wald was homosexual. Garrison interpreted these 

was knodn as a homosexual rcnspeo4itliew Orloena and elsewhere. 

4""troport°4P
•  

st4*14.  some such 	e. m confident not 

to thu united degree it 

Carrison r“uoiv,,d many 

as a link 
	
Clay :ihew, Who 

The NO I0 records samt recently disclosed include 

all oZ them. These rulatc only tom Exchange Alley and two gay bars, Wanda's and 

Society Vage, about which I conducted my own inquiricx, years before these releases. 

In 1967 Vie FBI told the AG it had investigated. Clay Shaw and that he wan the 

"Clay Buctrand" of 'Jaruen Commission testimony. ThIS via;; later retracted. gone afire 

in Oka 	ords 	The FBI aluo conducted a "Cloy Bertrand" investigation, which is 

hardly rufloctod iu the uO FQ reeoruo. The investigation was at till, time of the Commission, 

in 1)u5 dI 11964, wS thor or not rep-ated in 1.■.arlson's time. (The FBI kneu in 1966 of 
rtub-1,  

hip teriimilime 

of tho Whit° nouhe, as I. recall thsl r,.eord, rektor than of the FBI, to which the report 

was LL1do, whether or net t!..it pc..son was also an FBI aourou, which is not unlikely.) 

jhilo i do not er„it the homosexual involvLmont and never did it was from the first 

a part of the investigations. This waL: magnified in the Gartison adventures, which were en- 

'urged upon by 	no ..ind oUle..s. The angle does ,atend to Jack Hay, who was quite 

Iitorialy a pick man in those records, more than Seth Kantor indicates in his current book. 

f Armors- 
nid not Surface until leviamagy 1967 - and ever the by-line of a !'spurce" 
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In all aspects eud angles, goieg back to the Vecbel record and tile initial mis-

repreeentations of first source on eerrie, there is withholding, in part and in tote. 

While I regret that the elements that elle& homosexuality are an important part of the 

entire historical mettee, they have become that. (Thin extends ieto the International 

Trad, e rt, which Shaw ran, .,her:; Oewald staged a successful promotion and in which there 

sere Bidden CIA "assets". Again linking to latoc Watergate, also not reflected in tile NO. 

fu4s teat extend to a much more recent period.) 

cam- 0171u' 
There we-+  ei. flu:I-her  Bringuier, Ferric, Geraci and ether records of persons related 

to thcit and their parts in the offieial story and investigations. Hos they are filed is 

not material. Whether they can be eetrieved is material, which is one of the reasons I've 

16  
provided records showing how - and hoe easily. Theite are files not searched, An  14ringuier, 

8 inviu.rti.  
wheec I have the number, and on °thorn part of that pact ol.  the story, line iii,d'then busi-

es.0277este(s) 
Mess neighbor but not frien Pena. 

'Pas reminds me: liere was an alleged Mexican involved. There came a time when 

Bilinguicr eot hie license number and gave it to the NO To. No such record is provided. I-41411*  

14.0114,  
mila the number 	withheld. lie testified to this before the Commission. Be testified 

Nao) 
that the FBI asked hint to be alert to this, also not rovided. Cover records are 

provided so the. FBI could say it did speak to BrinMier about this alleged Mexican 

associate of Oswald's. 

Also connected with the Trade Lart (ITh) and Oswald's operation there and information 

withheld by the Fla is Serial 114, which ie herdly a complete reflection of what is 

reported and is not the first time the FBI got the WeST-TV pictures referred to. Again my 

sources are the beet and I believe reason is on my side. When it was on coast-to-coast 

TV that Oswald had staged that operations on 11/22 do you think that the New Orleans 

FBI waited throe more days to get those shots from the photographer, Johann Rush? There 

are other records that I believe follow on this. Through the languege you will perceive 

indications of a never identified other associate or associates of Osweld. These prints 

arc referred, to in r orte available at the erchiveo in .ihich the NO FO sought this other 

005/ 
person. (Yet ii 	all records relating to a fineererint not Oswald's that I've already 



414 Woo 
appealed ft= any reference to the 17 prints Rush made for the Secret Service and to its 

access .11,  
first ckersie..-e,4 the WDSU'4 footage.) 

i question the withholdiegs of names from Serial 169 that is not the only 

reason I ettech e copy. There is no privacy to protect, there is no confid,ntial source 

or onle eoLu.ce of secrecy involved. 

The s.e:ond peraeraph is the first of the places there is reference to information 

crosues not iacluded in these files an pragided to me. The content mammas over /into records the 

FbI withholds but nee pruvided to commercial invnetieators. Reference to flying planes 

into Central am,.rica by Forrie had just then been of great interest to the FBI in the 

Carlos liarcello deportation case in which the mentioned G. Wray Gill had been a mercello 

lawyer and errie the investigator. Retired SA Regis Kennedy, also mentioned in this record, 

was involved in that cane and failed to file a report(froin what was provided) indicating 

that uldlo in attendance) upon the court ho saw -0'orrie there the day of tle assassination. 

That was the day the ease ended. 
F 

There are mistakes in the names. Correctly: Layton Patrick Martens and Alvin Beauboeuf, 

about both of whom Lheee'munt be meny r, cords not provided. These include records relating 

-W.' an earlier areout of Orteno, who with Ferris wan coenected with Sergio Arcacha Smith, 
rtudt;) 	 /I  iclyeariaoiliforv;',..)  
woo 'near Smith's hos9„o.vt.1 dieclooeTWEseociation with CIA anti-gastro activities. 

A 	 L7 
Face 3, paragraph 2 refers to the forwarding of what is not provided, the New Orleans 

Ferric file, quite relevant. This is a pre-eneassination Ferrie file. 

The disclosure of two police names on page 4 makes other withholdine; of police names, 

as on page 1, nt least inconsistent. (The DA's inveetieutors, as the FBI know and its 

record:: disclose, arc regular members of the HOED aeeigned to the DA by the PD.) 
AL 

Serial 190 apprently was revised. I recall no revised copy. It refers to indices not 

provided. I flueetion the need to witehold what is obliterated on the third page. I'd 

be surprised if the information is not public dowejn. 

The pace hea ed "nine." by bend includes homosexual references and references to the 

bars I referred to earlier. What is :dosing is later, relevant records. With regard to MO 



historical cone otanuardo ta if not regular P01141 standards, in 1976 the FBI  was going 

tot-h&  ) 
to Atliho id Voeholt  a Italia). 	in in co ncctica wit11(tai.ainformitg PB111Q. 

b7D 	 4 	 4 

dire it ap.ropriatf.: to 	any/cl, din for Serial 	as from prior disclosures 

12 

1.4>atat. SA4rh1Lt 
•- 	 

liar:del./ LI bar thio aseumed Liter importance when a farme4Departmont emp1oyeirwho was also 

.0314  2,04/t).4.141  
active in. New Orleans, mramoc=mta 	(the Hoffa/Partin caeepOrtsapailwamimedw, did an NBC 

"La-Axial" arid did othe.c things at the same time that lk..ve relevd 	
e- 

nce 	micidontlfied. as 

the "ra,...1" 	 knows au "Clay isertrand" one Gene Davis, then reportedly owner of Wanda's. 

(One relovancop trill. cow 'atilt• in col:auction 1,ith Cill informer whooL names.  include 

Goor,c Uyott, thr 	tied io the later roord.) w 
Thio record iodboates the existence of other records I  do not recall seeing. It also 

indivArr: the aced for oth-r record:: to exict. 

t1 "x. LiGriel 5.29a. I do not recall the teletype referred to in Paracraph 2, quoting 

Perrie an oaariag tho Pr.alidont should bo killed, etc. Tide was earlier public knowledge. 

include it in a 1967 book. I recall he mado such a spooch to a very conservative 

military 1_,Toki# el' wilich no report is included. I think it wds the rilitary Order of the 

World re.. The F.L)I can't havo mioned tkat ono. 

Vrom per..Lrapo 4. it iiaarnem that no of five da,Tn oftur the nseausination the NO PO 

had not informed FliT.IN4 of what 1 raport above, how "05LALO got affiliated with the Civil 

lair Votrol." t1ld.0 vv..; aoL hocaueu the 110 FO did not know Llnd had no 	uords of it. Those 

4ocords are not iiiclutimj. in the NO FO files I received. 

Vidase note. ti:at ili.saits the fact that Voebel was a Uortzisaion witness, despite 

of tilt: period b©. ore: POLL it la riot, tae name of one: : rca..son is co_ .tain and not secret 

:end the other is tlx, 	of a subject export, if correct, also not secret. The certain 

name ia tint n 	UpiCwuirol,a, who ea,: L. :a an FBI aoiuco. The, second may be that of 

Edward butler, an ,:ktremist of the f;,r riciitq and a CO J.drcializer and exploitoit o right— 

wing causes. Butlar 	also bectu on LluaU with Oneald and Oringuicr. Ohat appears to be 

S -. 1,1 	appear:: to lati relatodAnauo]. (41 ilorkod for .dutler at something called. nail. 
Butler 

Tie longer nuts in tkid....; ',:t;,(1_41.1 could include tho/mid.i'lo nine/  Scannell.) 

I provide 	'ji,34 and 3t:.6 toig.ther becau:'0 they appear to be about the s...rne matter, 



ZA 

6. Wyatt's sidekick was Morris Brownlee, David Ferrie's godson. The Jack S. '"'actin 
mentioned here and earlier was a source for SA Regis Kennedy. Martin was also a Garrison 

hanger-on and provider of very bad information. Wyatt and Brownlee both hung around the 

Garrison office, Brownlee much less than Wyatt. 



with clot, to classifi.catiOu made in 5U4 for the phone call that frob, internal content 

has to .x. from ]ilk 	(Thera is in fact a series of records relating to the date 
, 	- 

9/1U/63 and the FBI's intemst in ; t included in 	disclosures.) Perhaps the 

actual explanation 1:01: Tfihat appears not to qualify for withholding lies in the directive 

"by whutzver means nocessary." 
C chi rl 3i 
	

is Wilt/IL. 

In itq# checking of tourist perm s ie FBI disclosed the CIA connection of one, 

William ri,:orge Guudut, who just 1ln ens to be one who launched another assassination 

mytholo2f, of Jack Ruby no "rod." he should be rc..eor• rulatiag to this in the N.O. 

records provided but I recall none. There should also ly.:ve been a rundown onCaudet's 

intorcotia_. eo.Lnoctions that would not and with his ITN office or his publication 

relatia„ to .uatin 4:dd° lccuit with an Allzletonian perspective. 	is Shaw's place, which 

Oswald uJed for a :;uceL...„.,ful "doloonstration" in which the FBI quite properly had great 
wsuArtIt 

inter st that :id not include the reason Osbuld picked 1TE for his shot at TV. 

have no present recollection of why months ago I selected the two pages of 

Vol. 4 workzne,te that are uLtnehee I presume lack of legibility was a factor in both. 

There is no need for copies of orindnals not to be cic.arly legible. There also is a referral 
that 	 (-4.1 '44.L 	 ihip.-- 
/should hoen responded to long bofore the :mss of the records being processed.;maimagx 

If uo C:o result could :.-al should have been included in the releases at this point and 

' reflected on the worLuJI to. (I know of no MS backlog.) 

Jith.:-..; -,ial ,112 I question the b1 claim.1171/ 

The ia has distinguished itself uith gross misuse of the 7D claim but hardly more 

0 q clearly and unjustifiably teat with L;,..lal 415, bilichlolds the wie of Edward Voebel, 
/Oa  

almost -iAlteld in bit uarlie~ rucord 	after all of this was quite public, rangingfrom 

Voebel instantly on TV to his Warren Goudis.don testimony and the records the FBI BEVER 

withlAtd at the hrchives. 'his is part of the mind-set I refer to, of harassment by FOIA 

abuse, of creating phoney statistics and inflating, costs - of all abuses. If it were 

justifiable, whet i, ,tht nood in nn historical case? There was never any confidentiality, 

dither, us this was nut the only source. 



7. The 9/18/65 date appear to refer to a known fake report of Oswald having been 

seen in Mexico City then. There is continuing withholding relating to this fake. I 

believe claiming national security for a known fake is unjustified and that a faker 

is not entitled to protection by the exemptions, particularly when his name is not 

gad has not been secret or unpublished. 

8. While I do not presume that this is Mexican Government information there 

was widespread disclosure of this official information, much of which has been 

readily available in the Archives for yearn. There appears to be no basis for withholding 

any Mexican Government information. Meaning relating to Oswald in Mexico or in travel. 

With regard to the Faines, both, there has been widest access even to political 

files and extending into both families, even to Trotskyite uncles and indication of 

being an FBI informant. The Paines are central figures in this cafe. 
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I questiOn both propriety and need for the eame claim in Serial 479. 

With Serial 912 I ilteeetion the claaeification and uithholding. Note aloe that the 

reference to the curlier crash "do whatever necessary" 9/18 matter was based on a lie 

and not untitled to protection on that basis. 

Tllio record Mao-truths the importance, historically, for not considering field office 

ig 	

J.  ,1 xektf 
copies to b e:;:act duplicatee of FB 	originals iidfirsi FOG. The withheld material should 

/ 
relate to ''ack Ruby because the second file number is that of the NO Ruby file. 

Serial 969, Veiled., 5, rofere to views of the WDSIT footage I do not recall perceiving 

in the FeIle etille. lf so, what cranes of Johann Rush's film were used and from what 

source? This record is not as informative (to FBIEQ) as it could have been. Neeley also 

is in the pictures, as the report fails to state, and she also identified another person 

in them, an executive at the N.O. Rewsevelt Hotel whose name escapes me for the moment. 
440. 

She told the NO FDI that Lawrence was renting space in the new ITM building then underway. 

And than there is more to the Cross Country company and its ownership, the Bloomfield name 

that ap. ears to have a CIA c(:). cction. Neeley vorled in the ITN office, with Jesse Coro. 
CS • 1'1 SIA 

midele name 8 Cuthbert, not Cuzpert. Be was a well—kno= hignosexual, intel—.  
A 

lectual and gun fancier. Re had what in dew Orlemne wa known as a "discussion group," 

those if el'.ich I Imola 6Ling of rightist orientation. There were reports that Oswald attended 

his. Mit; reminds no of the total void in the New Cleans files of the established fact 

of Oswald's having boon at the Ryder Coffee Rouse, where there was such a discussion group. 

Rne of the operators was duck Frazier, the other howard Cohen, both of Pei interest, Cohen 

even in Mexico. I knew '11'razier. It was the custom to nave guest, sign in. Somewhere I have 

the page Oeweld eignud. I'm eurprieed that the FBI, having spoken to both and to others 

• who were there, provided no indication of i s having obtained any of this information.) 
begin 

While I've forgotten why I made copies of the attached worksheets that =Wm with 910, 

and 1026 I prebume wit i both itis the use of a ball—point blue pen for what its to be 

photocopied and is nvver cur an the extensiveness of "previously processed" where there 

iu error on the worksheets that can lend to identification problems. What is indicated as 

Vol tris actual 7, oi' shish the second worksheet is partial from 7A. Omission of dates, as 
41 



9. I have copies of other FBI prints and of investigative reports based on them - 

many - not included in these NO FO records. If in the FBIHQ release they can't be retrieved 

from that mass. 

It come:i back to me now that the name is Nick Palmisano and it was the Royal Orleans 

rather than the Roosevelt'llotel. 

10. Here I mean to indicate withholding, perhaps by filing  outside the 89-69 or 
100-106601 files. 



ow, wt5-44410* 

they are omitted glutting with 910omitted a total impoaeibility of finding  them as 
4 

previously procesaed." Who can oven estimate how many "Inert re: Oswald" records 

there are in '1111 file::? Jut that is the only-information provided, no identification. 

That oven the III Wan confused is indicated in Sevial 1078. Please note on this the 

addition of indexing instruction a for other than the regular index, the index that remains 

withauld, (New Ur/wino also provided index caade to Dalian.) 

On burial 10U4 thore are four obliterations, with the single claim to exemption 

C414 	 ides 
following the name  of the NO SAC of all things! b2 401-71) are claimed for the diallsi name 

and no claim is made fur anything aloe. If the identification of an informer is withheld 

I do not appeal that. If the symbol is withheld I do aapeal that. Dieclosing it discloses 

nothing that identifiee the ecia:ce. 

1r the PSI waa and remain uptight about the 544 Camp Street address it would have 

behaVod exactly as it did behave. This eateaded to refusing to provide the Commission with 

a copy of the literature on which Cosald stamped this ailaress. When the Commission 

weabied of the FBI's stonewalling becauee it required a copy with that address it got 

one from the Secret device. Meanwhile, this is precisely the area in which the 11:1 wanted 

to and did :succeed in foreclosing the Secret Service, thatdress and the Oswald literature. 

The YBI huffed cued puffed its filea felt of cell-juatifilaation about thy: twee pamphlet 

without that dal4reao otamped on it for a:10. the world as though the records were identical 

beenuse they were the oame'Uorliee Lamout pamphlet. 

maa thAnacui want tae eendr of the building, since destroyed for the new federal building, 

I uariemtand. lie  Lave the Secret Service to underst nth that he put OsWald out of the 

building when he found Idia there without paying any rent. lie gavew me to understand that 

it was Oeweld and it wae the odEice that hau been used. Ly the CIA front, reference to 

Arcacha Smith ial 1064.)Vollmlij Ula /WO ih fit4 •Pplej troolglike. 

Amoag the intelligence not provided to the Gommiaaioa or from any records I'veceen 

to FLIA4 in that there wao a side entrance to the building and it was the office of a former 

FBI -1477 named Guy Baniater, 	then had a private detective agency and an anti-Communist 

organization of sic own. Pervie worked for him from time to time and used his office. I 
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10. In effect this also means that the NO FO became a subsidiary or auxiliary 

Office of Origin and sOmitted reports directly to FBIHQ rather than through the 

00, Dalian. As it relates to Oswald and the Oswald file, this indicates the need 

for other files and record:.: to exist. They have not been provided. 
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gef i. to tio: 	 ih my early 1%7 writing. 

:inotior person who used space in the building and was connected with anti-Sastro 

activi ties is nhtubled lit tha toadiable FBI report:1 but not entirely by the Secret Service. 

his m.me is lamest° audr:guez. LIU had a language ochool on St. Charles, Oswald did. go 

there, Lind Itoux-iguez hue the Vow Url.ano press repuLatiou of being an nit source. 
is 

While I am Sayilk; that this Serial relater; to what i 	wn the Secret Service was 

sty.alcing repi:atedly to RodriLuez about the eubjaet matter of the memosI am neither 

sayiut nor not sayine, that Rodriguez was a rfbolled. FBI iuformant and don't care either 

way and an not askiui; that it be disclosed. ISert- 1 11(7,...mion=a9Nie, in an informant 

r,..i.port by a different a but the same SAC name is wit.theld along with other entries on the 

same claims./hie record ai;j:Jears to relate to a Iloffa source, the best known of whom 

was .Edward Grady "Iihicbey" Partin. 

1.1hil, do. sum:: claims and „ithholLiinige are made on what appears to be Serial 1150 

1,.n. this case the record includes the PC1' o permission  to disclose her name and FBI connection 

so t.hove is no bn;:iu for withhoadinL; it as those who processed the record did. One of 

tho...a to whom SA Li,tneuy than spoke was Betty Parrot ()Parent). The record was disclosed 

ya,re ace 	wrote-, about it in early 1967. She would have been a good French quarter 

suiirce. 

This brief record betj.ns "Attachet1 is 302..." and adds "and also attached is a 302..." 

lj.;:ither is att.iened or la Dirahy wsy aeoeunted for in the worksheets. Both are 

with, old rithout an.," 	to :Lily xei.iption. 

to 1,.. 	1:-)91 ,..:thes such extond.:d use of b2 and 7D that the .date (II p 01) 

cithr ..1• a secret  cie wily source isor iu uoiely a ma:.:,er of FBI interest. Some datel 

I also 	othe,.1:ithhobLings in this case. Obviously this person was ',.nown to the 

y- u.opie Zroa. LI1u eontant and from the date b. fintse this was prior to any public 

or _Luba:- shed. knowl. 	 "iiivt!ati alien." 

14y1 I 	 use of 7C with r, 	to &ccacha. Wbat is public laiowledge 

....out ...reacha that 	h.med preoesrors 	eonnidar ::hould be withheld ranges from a 

Loom il.et chary.: aooh to ,,y_L vi th.11.., his feriae anti-Castros. I uuliovc that Orestes l'ena 



11. There io no reference to Rodriguez, who also figures in other aspects of the 
reference 

investigation, in any of these NO FO records. Nor is there/to these other aspects and 

other persons. One of these other persons, Roger Lovin, lived at Rodriguez' school for 

a while. Levin is also mentioned in the King assassination records. One of the other 

aspects has to do with a questionable tnausixtiza transcription of an Oswald debate tape. 

12. If Jack S. Martin's name is withheld then the withholding in ridiculous. 



t6 f.-o.A1 of thle beceuee his was soLc of tau money Arcacha pocketed. Pena also 

wont to the idelui IN, of the group to Jet Arcacha out of it. Arcacha also conned other 

4eete:n, i Leluding quiroLp, who was with, hi4li often, 10mmulimibbMis 

The( ;QA. edoetioou about the propeicty of the withhoielings comperej with or balanced 

a; Est really defamatory mbar Lifoemation tle. ?SI has released about others plus 

ee]leeed utunderde or hietorical canes. IP 	
C rt' 

t /3 ti.1)/Ador Serial 25U you will note that id even its internal records the FBI avoided A 
the fact that Banister wan in the 54.1 Camp building. 

iph PO)  Under Serial (80 misleading internal records were also created or represent those 

already created. I doubt Pereie misled the FIJI. Or could in these matters. The CRP could 
not have had offices in the 544 building heeauee it ceased to exist prior to the Day of 

Jigs, whoa the CIA forced its consolidation with those the B. Howard Hunts and David 

Ferries considered dangerous "reds," the refugee unionists and others of similar 

views that aro loft only as related to the right extreme. Porrie thus evades without lying. 
Following this there in :Lnacwuruto reference to what I refer to in my Ronnie Cairo appeal, 

Ca4r-t beeapee as the FBI should aeve known lie did organize what was known ae the Crusade and used 
tha building as an addrese to uhich contributions couid be sent. At ubout the time of 
Serial 14::4 n Certain amoent of thin was in the papers. Tbis Serial was= prior to 

public knowledge of the garrison thine. moreover, Areicna and Cairo had to go public to 

soul: the mower they loneed for. 

in Serial 1515, an with the others for which b2 and 7D claims are made for more than 

a name or n numb .r, there is a question of whether anything is reasonebly segregable. The 

withheleing of the does al pronoun when only one can fit is ridiculous and unnecessary. 

Also coy eonplace.) 

I knou Brounlee, :lherAe'e godson. I ean't check Se_ial 702 because it is withheld as 4 

"provieuele latcoseed." The cuutent eeunde romerkable like that of a record appealed above 
01  where I go into Jullivae, uric is the nourco in 702. Jhy Leithnold in one record and not in A 

the other when the tritnfieid identification in the same? 

Brounloo was in with Uyett on the Shcrid Partin deal shortly alter the time of this 
The record. tie was used in fact to pull the deal off.40/ime4aftee Garrison's operation was public. 

--reeeree'w-reTrre,n,"",w'"•‘—lw^"'"--  ' • 
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(Tie! o:lie pair told 	of being in Detroit at the time of Sheridan's involvement in coverage 

of x'ae.Litl disturbances that led to much criticism of NliC.) 

'3 I7 	s,..yiLas 1.664 and 165-(?)7 seem to bear on JFK. records indices. 
/ PSif" 

Unless there is an uncorrected error in Serial 	it reflects something  that would 

„ppeur to be radically wrong  in the processing  and providing  of records from 89-69. This 

Serial 	first in Volume 21 as provide l to 	Yet it refers to earlier  records as 

in Ir4tuae 41, 

iirovide 	1W7 for comparison with other r.,:ordo in which FBI POLL proces:;ors 

claim e2-;eiliptions. Dike the source, not withheld, nor his comment that the wife who left him 

is psychotic. Obvious politn:al purposes are served by such disclosures wiliout regard 

to trut7Lfulness or di:pondability 	their source. 010L41 1-11114? "1" 11:44 	14/ 	/ rt37) 
serial 1916.1%. 	 the initial classification al: this 1967 rf:cord. as of 8/22/77. 

1 13-2 4 
Among  the problems this presents, 	from the 110, is that so=vilowSQInaas the FBI had 

reviewed those r:cords not fewer than three times wititgat_classifying them once. In addition., 

there is no other side in what was provided to ins although this record states "over", 

which is typed on. 	/o 3°) 

Serial 2ut.)5, 	 to be unreal in many rsspoets, is a record I referred to 

eEirlier as kiisclosin: tie: existence of a CIA "field of, ice" in New Orleans and the head 

of that of.Lico, -1.1atte,1% the Dupartment has had sworn to as always necessarily withheld as 

a natielwl l'efosse requirement. 

‘thy Lb: 	Url, L.ns ULL "field office" did not read the sonsational local paper headlines 

abed. the ,J1.41., did not 12.::ten 	radio or look at TV, is a mystery. Five of these six hried 

arei 	thc; most pu elielzwo. names. 

1' eic record make:: me wonder why.  other internal 	records were referred to the CIA, 

which has not ucte'1 	them. As SG ial 2019,    siorkulic;ryl: attached. 

it be that 	actual.:.:; believe the CIA pretense that it did not know that 

the 	Clay awl tin:: a CIA contact iii lieu 01.1:nns? 

on,: takes what .ppuurs to be ;Serial -.')076 at face it appears tltst when someone 

walks into an FBI office and "insists" that it accept 111i:tures of someone taking pictures 



allosuSly of hie eiace of business the entire federal law enforcement machine bows to this 

insiutence and for no aspsrent reason accepts and files these "insisted" pictures. Then 

the SA. dose sot elite a semo on it to the SAO; it 'being important enough for such a memo 

to be writ,en, for more than a week, by which time he has been careful to learn where 

the "insisted" pictures sre filed ars', informs the SAC of this, the SAC leoring nothing 

bettor to do than concern himself with "insisted" cued unwanted pictures of a man whose 

name sssarently moans nothing to the FBI. 

seenwSile, the insister having boon interviewed by the SA, the NO PO files would 

appear not to contain any report on tho 
s °V." fi 

There being Mee on the persons interview: this memo that is important enough for 

the SAC's ettention, makes no reference to the files on those interviewed 

And for no apparent reason, certainly none from the content of the memo, the SA 
41 _*}, 

directs it for Aiiiiree in the JFK assassination file. 
ss--- 

This record relates to me. With any lcied of search the NO PO 	would have found it 

in compliance with my PA request despite its having as named sack. (Interustiagly enough, 

and I do not sussest this is the prudent of some FBI mind-control operation, when I farmed 

and hurl the ocsaldoeal help of an old, retired farmer. he used to call as "jack" but for a 

reason - from the Weights 11:,; eau we lift ::nu carry. Iie use.,1 jack as short for jackass 

because ho was impruused test I could work like one.) 

I don't ]:row how welly Weieberge appear in the FBI's JFK assassination files but from 

the rather largo number of records I've gone over there is no other. This one should not 

have been missed in NO, which raises the quection, how many more were "missed"? And how 

else they ere filed. I'm .Lc, imina a bit about the subjects used for JFK assassination records 

the FBI does not want to surface in nonssl eearchings. 

Sringuier was incredible. I Iss.i no interest in him. This was the morning I was to return 

home after teotis:ying is.fore thus grand jury. I hsd not gone sight-seeing. So when I accepted 

the offer of tho police seresant in charge of the police aseismed to the DAlo office to 

be taken to Oswald places of interest he had his oldest man, the about-to-retire Penner 

Sedgebeer take no to Oswald pieces of interest before telrias we to the airport. I had my 



own ealara with. me crud had taken the pictures I wanted. As a last stop Sedgebeer, who 

had WI= a Polaroid and used it for me, took me to not the Habana store run by Bringuior 

an this Serial otatos but the habana Dar owned by °rent Foos in which Oswald allegedly 

throw a npuctacular drunk. While Sedgobeer was photographing the front of Pen's place 
Cas a  „ 

El Botupides Bringuiei came dashing out of his store, Cinch was several buildings away, 

in a huLAX-crouch shooting away with a 35mm. he took many more pictures than those he 

gave, rsIdier insisted to the FBI, as ho enRped with virtually every stop while crossing the 

pavements and °trout. Had I boon alone ho'd have jumped me although we had never spoken 

or to the boat of my knowledge even se.Aa each other before. I know I'd not seen him. 

It woo a pretty crusy business I'm not likely to forget. 

But I an interested in the rniaoing interview report and notes and in any other 

misfiling's, if this iu what they ire. 

(Almng the picturoo I took are those of the wrong, meaning non-exioting addresses in 

Oswald'a address book and the porch of his residence whore, in the official account, in 

the darn of night he practised sighting through the scope of his rifle. This also is when 

aad how I learned of what the FIE appears not to have been able to learn, the Beat in my 

Ronnie Cairn request that Odwald had the side entrance to the Cigali Building in which 

Cairo had officea. I've noted Cairo's connection with Ar4acha and the CIJ54. funded 
■-■ 

anti-Castro peoplo.) 

1 Serial 321U relates to Layton kartens and one 	those at the phone company from 

wholA the V,L,I obtatno information. Martens became very much of a public figure. He had been 

Ferric' s "roommEnto," too. Tjis record holds other interests, like how four years late the 

FBI lova:nod that there win actual Clay Dertrandls in Now Orleans. Odd how Regis KEemedy 

and othni, 	could not lave asked this phone company source while they wore looking for 
0A,AW4 0% Pre 7  

a Clay lic:rtrand in 1963 iind did ask in 1967. And that V.LIN did not order it he appeal 

is not fol. the phone eo,i-piny source but for the other withheld  information opposite which 

no claim to exemption is mace. 

Vol 	- the uot'Lnhe,tu are ii!oLible. I'd appreciate a set that can be read. This 

can be done by ovorexpoailq, for the content and not „Imp% abOut the ovor-exposure of 

the hoodirigo, which an, black and lobiblo.The FBI does know how to xerox. 
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Surial 11,190 ainIlles,s what is withheld under privacy claim in other records, the names 

at 4.'ral,,-AmeAcan alms, wo3.1 	 to,4 be,.rau;:,c they did the film work for the 
2 (LI  

oea 	a,ionn. This is a cover rathu,• than an actual record and while it may state 4_d 

what ih factual it !err; not state 1.11uyt is actual. Oupverisor Wall, as my 1967 writing 

opeuifies without 	lu.ving soon a niragle FBI reference to it) was 114141 at covering and 

non-:inventigutioas. no first devised the moans of hiding the fact tint tho Banieter(former 
ad d 	pelf 

FBI) Agency was in 'chi 	Camp Stroct building by unii% t17677,i7D7-6771co of the side 
4 

street addrens!"11,Aan,,guri to interview the CIA-type 1'2=11: Barton without•going into 

bart,la' iume in Oswala's wteresshoel.. Ile ]sae other chaoihcr aceomplisrmlents that avoided. 
ttk4-  ,41-c a C4 

trouble::. 	.an 	, • 1.10 Cuban Revol I.:tie/miry Council, Chich the CIA 

funded thi ooh 4/6'), wrad.e!1 happens to ho the time Onwald returned to dew Orleans. 

Bartos also later nod planes for the CIA in the °ono, well blown iaa New Orleans but 
oddle 

niM; homtionod. in any FBI records I've peon.) 

Wall does not giv the number of stills Rush grave the FBI. Other reports indicate 

Eax, 	in no doubt ling the FBI railcars from th: Arehivora to have given the Warren 

CemmieUora only two. 

Yhn second pararaph hidun other information. It gives as what one could take as the 

arat flite the FBI Let theLe movies of Oswald distributing literature outside the ITN as 

121)/u). VDJU sbowed thum and led them to thu 10! on 11/22/63. It can't be believed and 
4 

I do not believe that Clio FiiI waited 11 days for this important evidence. I don't believe 

it heoause i know bettor from the won who was WDOU's news director, Ed PIaner.ActnPlly 

Planer and Jesse Core, who had been public relations uiroctor for the ITH and was in touch 

With the V.IJI ia his complaints about thin filmed OnwalA demonstration, reviewed the WDSU 

footage a::, coon as Oswald was iduntiiied after thu assasAnatiou. At that time both men 

told me el:1Z 	

...) 

still in the WD footage. When th,  Fla returned the film he was not. 
•) 	

MU; 
hAvr w th4 d i Cols,...i 

hy copy, alno made at l'an.,ua.,, 	 It also nhows that whether or not the FBI 

spliced it all together, as Plikncr seemed to ruL,all, uhat the FeI got was not one piece of 

film, as thin r-porte... .states, but 
	

Liiroe that WBUI had.. The othca. two were of a debate 

OM;%10. had asld LICOW-0 id, tile seemigly unimportant .istorbiag-the-peace trial where Oswald 

ont .red a guilty pica although he wan not guilty and ha a nice clipAng reporting his $10 fine. 



TH PA leas and LI ,fititholdinL: the information hidAn by t•  Trill  I appeal it. By thin 

/%? 

I mo,A moro than will ;011ow, from the San Francisco XI Piold Officeelold .651/41/(r44146"34  
',Lew re.cing3  liktA 1.1frimdpifil te - 

S..rial 6225 withh-lidi nil mAmen incluait .  IN euporvii -love-T. Aivod'IMI-.-‘ 	 1410d. 
.. 

42j4 wi thold.3 ti.. It: trio of the S.i who wrote this reZort. There is no content relating 

to the e. krtlon, 	1..k:f011TI.; TO Iiik'LUENCE TEIST111011I 	i',..UWARD WADY rill.: .1  al ," who I think 

you wili rocoglizo from Iiio DJ role in the Hoffe, convietion. 

11 ,forred to 	charactor, alca John L;oorep and other names, in connection. with 

both Wircis Brownlee and. halter Oho:rid/ma Shortly aftor tho King assaosinntion, as this 

record awe not montiun, Watt was shot in the foot while world.ng in a filling station 

and nobody was ever charged, tiontion of the name Runso is not the only poncible basis for 

i1J.ng a copy in the Garri:.-son part of the OM ansaseination file. Wyatt sprint much time 

w4..th the Ors iuon people. 1w this report fails to state Wyatt was a federal narcotics 

tnformont of such 	that to make. him3olf look good ho framed soma of his friends. 

Ile was also a blabbermouth, which Brownlee objected to, lie spent a long night, all night, 

talldng into my open to.pc recorder and turning it off only once. The day Shoridan/Partin 

made the uedal with browillee/gyatt to "defect" from the state legislative committee Rix,  which 
_14 T14 bit Phi.% 

they worked and j to wor. jar rarti 	 rags informed from &ton Rouge by phone. 

rOCCriki 	 to Wyatt and the JFK invostlgation are not Provided.. Nor any 

record of 4iyatt' e arrest iu Tor.as with Brownlee near Dallas as I rocall on a narcotics charge.  

Whether or wit au inforitant on it Watt 1471:1 part of the tiew Orleans a% aasaasination 

investio.ttion 	J.41-04-0 Itttg_ f)-e-el,  14-  at F8/4' 1 Yl PIA/ 	- 

Scrial 4270 is the loudeee Searenos slip on a man olio was a good friend of mine, 

Matt Herron. (This rolidawhi ma, the lirmiphis kiold Ofice provided no King assassination 

record:; rclating to hl.m and ho d.id take in.Cormation to clot FIE there uhon he obtained it 

while on phetog.aphic o.usiouriont for ilowoocrik. j .ho VIII knows from my book yramo—UD,  

he aloe provided lie 	information tont 1 used and Ludo I feared to use.) Nett was a 

fend of larrison's, too. lie was the r.;,,turdn 	 photographer on the Phelan 

iuterviau of Perry 	(relating to ~:,rich no recores have been, provided) and for David. 

Chandler than of Life majmirie ( no records of which have been provided) both in Baton Rouge. 
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It appears probable that this search slip was in anticipation of his testimony Ag 

as a State's rebuttal witness if Phelan was used by the Shaw defense. 

From the time of the King assassination through the Garrison-Shaw case when 

I was in New Orleans I stayed with Matt and his family. Now I find that the man who was 

so kind to me was then indexed 10 times by the NO FO on three different subjects and 

in six different "internal security" matters. (Of course I feel slighted that I was 

slighted, that none of these citations can be traced to my subversion of him and 

that there is no search slip on me.) 

From his connections with Garrison and me and others, from his connection with the 

Shaw case, I believe Matt is properly part of the NO JFK assassination files and ask 

for copies of these and other records. I'll send him a copy of this searches slip and 

if necessary I'll ask for a privacy waiver. But I'd rather th recessing begin with any 

neceesary privacy excisions becuae there is no telling where he may be. (As of my last 

information he was nigaged in the great subversion of navigating the ship Greenpeace. 

I'm sure he has taken it elsewhere since my last information, when he took it into a 

Pioific nuclear test zone. So you can see how dangerous a person he is. If he took it up 

to 'tither the Canadian seal kill or the New England nuclear electric plant protest, 

which now seems 1Mes like even an FBI intrnal security matter, it would take a long time 

for any letter to roach him.) 

If there had to bd a searches slip on people like Matt I find it unusual that there 

are so very few in this entire file. From this I am led to believe that there are many 

others and that if not withheld from the files searched are in other files. Dallas, for 

example, had none in any of the files I received and I recall none from FBIHQ. Not even 
resulting 

where I received the records mulmmiliong from searching by slips. 

Matt also worked for Black Star. Be had Dallas JFK assassination assignments at the 

time of the crime and once when I was with him, 11/68, on aseignmont for the largest 

British newspaper. 

hot long after that he took his family and a friend just out of jail on a selective 

service charge on a two-year trip to and near Africa in his 32-foot boat. Some of his 
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letters did not reach oc. I did receive some empty envelopes, I recall in one case mailed 

via our diplomatic service in the Canary Islands. 

I attach Serial 4428 because some of the claims to /xesption appear to be unjustified. 

In what remains of the first page it seems unlikely that there was either a confidential 

or an only source for Layton ilartens' address. The subject matter is a 2renidentiel  

assassination and the letter is to a federal agencie with firearms responsibilities. 

In Serial 4433 the names of two supervisors are withheld. It appears obvious that 

the ono in New Orleans is Ernest C. Wall. This is the perpetual FBI privacy claim for 

f

well-known FBI per eonnel. The same is true o Serial 4491. In adltion, if search of the 

97 or 	stratien Act file was appropriate as part of the assassination investigation the 

relevant records appear to be appropriate for includion in the historical case release. 
oemiwqp 	Ce0 

For youritinformationithee-pH66 is from the first of the month that Oswald returned to 

New Orleans until the day of the assassination. - (Far AcArs/ 7hiAti riA 

Serial 4448 again withholds known FBI names names earlier released in exactly 

this coanection. The pamphlet is the one to which Oswald added the 544 Camp Street 

address the .ria never would provide the Commission. 

The withholding of Supervisors' names in Serial 456? in this case relates to the 

subject matter of a Congressional investigation to which, allegedly, the FBI made full 

disclosure. Only later to withhold under FOIA in an historical case? 

In the immediately proceeding records the known and well-publicized name of the 

former clerk, Walter, who had been all over TV long before this processing, was not with- 

held. Nor was it in many other records. Only suddenly the FOlA processors found it necessary 
i4 

149 and apprently appropriate to withhold the name in 4580.1/  

5-0 	Serial 4581, again withholding FBI names, begins with the same subject and asks for 

a search for possible assassination threats. The language of the SA whose names is 

withheld is ambiguous. It suggests that the search was limited  to 62 files, which would 

be to eliminate many files that should have been searched if NO really believed that 

FBIHQ tally wanted the nitty-gritty. Withholdings now extend to the stamp affixed to the 

57i 	lower right of the pages. With Serial 4592, on the same subject, there is aided the 

futility of the withholding if in an historical case there was need that entended to clerks. 
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13. Earlier records and his Warren Commission testimony would seem to LIJKe it ob-

vious that the obliterated name is of retired SA Quigley. But why would Expidam anyone 

think of withholding this when the entire roster of names of the FO is disclosed and this 

is an /d.00rical case? 

14. If in this instance the name is not that of Walter, his name was withheld in 

other records. 

15. A list of all employees of that period was disclosed. 

The lower left quadrant of this stamp is for directions to serialize, hardly a 

7C claim under any circumstances. This particular withholding is repeated a number 

of times on other records. 
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AgAin the A.thholding at the form typed on. Tne practise continues through Serials 

f3 586, 4587 ('where they forget and do not withhold William Walter's name) and 454 

again not withholding tho Walter nuke). 
and 

it 4589 is mot on the Walter matter it 	disclose exactly what the rest of the 

series withholdis FBI names. Only it continues to withholdaDivision VI name. (Consistency 

lass not become ah FBI vice.) It appears that Division VI was searching for a straw. 

If there ever was any doubt about the real reason for the phony privacy claim for 

FOIA frrocesuors, whose names wore not withheld until I pinplanted these kinds of 

abuses, I ‘Jould hope the foregoing ends the doubt. 

Volume 34, worksheet page 11 represents that all seven pages of both Serials 4710 

and of 4711 are entirely withheld ander b2, which is to say that even if the exemption 

is applicable, which I do not believe and appeal, there is absolutely nothing at all 

reasonably segregable, which I also appeal. 

More on the Walter fljmTleming of POIA attached in Serials 4592a and b, 4594, which 

includes Walter's name and a transcript of a public interview6espite which these same 

FOIA personnel engaged in all the earlier withholdings from the same series of records) 

and 4594A. 
'Z._ee401) 

The 5/17/77 aittol to all offices in c.4:7 -rrayir.1 filed in NO without a serial in 

this 89-69 file because the instrictions not to destroy any records with a case in court 

apply to my cases as well as those of others, if any. NO attached a list of serials under 

Walter's name, not withheld again. (I know of no Walter case in any court.) I believe it 

is obvious this also applied to such destructions as that of the original Long tickler 

/Lc : fah Al 7 ch7),111V  
in C.A.75-1996. 

Above 	re erring to the unjustifiable withholding later of the name of the man at 
Milltriikme/ • 

Pan-American Films  where the TV footage was copio• I stated that elsewhere the name is 

withheld altheagh in that record it was not. The withholding is in the Subs, of which 

1A65, 11166 and 1A75 are attached. 

Dearing on what I said about three different pieces of WDSU footage see Serial 1.&66. 



LP* / lit3)v/4  .4;7_ 
'!0,) This alleges fir connection 	between Oswald and Ruby. The ne is 	interview of a 

underlying records the similar and related withholdings are more extensive and I appeal 

them. I do not attach the actual underlying records to save the really unnecessary 
• Oki ./21)..) 

copying. The 41111111. firstf
A
is an interview of onelTD'Ary involving the Court of the Two 

■Pui  
Sisters, abort which Garrison did not weave all the theories, and involving the same 

Gene Davisuitho sued NBC and Sheridan over being described as the real Clay Bertrand. 
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Further evidence of FBI open contempt for the Act, controlling decisions and the 

AG'S historical case determination is in the following 1A examples, which are not of 

either confidential sources or even unpublished. All that is withh d was made public by 

the Commission and I believe by thu FBI itself. 

68;1.9, where Oswald had his print 	done, extensively reported by Commission and 

yfim and me, without any41ii excision ; 70, ditto; 71, the name is known and I think in this 

file, as I recall Bill Reed 	in 	Commission's public materia1;72 ditto; 73 (says 

from Iemphis but probably error; recall no 1oiiiphis reports on Lawrence, referred to above, ■•••••■■■ 

p 	or related companies); 11104 (in4Isistently neither Bringuier's nor SA's name is with- 
- 

kreld re "jack Weisberg' photos);125 (inconsistely as possible, list of all FO employees 
re Walter case);and lily—gilding, 135, which withholds the name of the SA who interviewed 

Frank Lartes in 1976. 

There is no Serial to a to list of seven entries the first of which is of November 
;111 

1976. If there are accompanying ports, as there may be, I now do not remember them. 
ai-414/04 

On the list there is an utterly inappropriate 7c claim for an SAs name, 	ppropriate 

now that the list of NO employees is added to my list of Dallas employees. In theSt 

convicted felon who claims Oswald's admissions to him include serving the CIA and the 

FBI's Hosty getting him the job at the book depository. While I regard both as takes, 

which I believe entitiles nobody to any protection, in the alternative, in an historical 

7\ case, these would hardly appear to be approriate to any claim to exemption. (1A141 relites 
to 1A139 above.) 
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I believe there are serious questions with regard to any fakery in historical cases. 

ct r In addition to the withholding of FBI names in Serials 2008 and 3030, which relate to 

a black prisoner named Vernon Bundy, the name of the source, which is not secret, is 

withheld. Thoso processing the records probably have no way of knowing that the source's 

story was public in April 1967, when reporters in New Orleans told it to me, their 

source an anti-Garrison lawyer. There was doubt about Bundy's story but also about 

the source's. When those processing records in historical cases known little or nothing 

about the: subject matter wrongful withholding is inevitable. 

It gets laughable with Serial 1922 and several pages I believe but now am not certain 

were with it and are from the same file. Whether or not on receiving the information 

the FBI believellit was new it wasn't and the source is very obviously Gordon Novel. 

I doubt very much that the NO FBI was misled into believing it was getting valuable 

and secret information. But the FOIA personnel have no way of knowing. 

Without checking files I can't be certain that all of this was published. I believe 
ate w-€4.0 

it was and I know it is not secret 	 known. 

I doubt that in good-faith processing in historical cases/the question would come 

up because the Withholding is not appropriate to histprical cases.hrLiti-844h 	444p(--  

The problems come from the FBI's determination to treat FOIA as a withholding 

rather than a disclosing law. 



On the withholding of police and similpr  names 
When I received a letter in which a stranger asked essentially pointless questions 

about some of my earliest work and the offer to tell me who NO T-1 really is I decided 
to learn and asked him. In response I received the attiched two pages from the IMMK 

Fair Play for Cuba Committee pro-assassination file, 97-4196-11. It is a copy of a 
record Paul Hoch made available to others. 

This man actually believes that there was one and only•rperson identified as NO T-1. 
Inevitably there will be confusion, some of it possibly embarrassing to a number 

of people. This is the potential of a number of variations of the kinds of unnecessary 
withholdings practised by the FBI in processing historical-oase records, complicated 
and magnified by disclosures of what ought not be withheld, as in this case. 

The FBI goes to court to refuse to disclose police sources, claiming iliKCannot and 
never does, when it fact the opposite is true and withholding is generally arbitrary 
and capricious. This also applies to information provided to the FBI, by police, investi- 
gators and various official bodies, including prosecutors. It is on rare occasions only 
that the information must be withheld. 

If I had copied for you only those records I've read in t 	t two weeks in which 
police and similar names were disclosed, in and out of the United States, sheriffs, DAs 
and various other Governmental components along with the information they provided to the 
FBIa  it would require a large box if not a trunk to hold them all. Yet from the same FOIA 
unit and the records in the same and other historical cases the identical information is 
withheld and once withheld the FBI will waste everybody's time and much more to go to 
court to continue to withhold it. 

I'll explain why this particular disclosure, which is of no interest to me in my 
work, attracted my attention. 

More than one postal inspector provided information to the FBI in New Orleans, which 
was and is right and necessary. More than one name of New Orleans postal inspectors has 
been disclosed. I believe the last one I read prior to receiving this one was Zama or 
something similar. And inspectbrs were not the FBI's only N.O. postal sources. 

Now it happens that there remains a mystery over the postmark on a change of address 
card filed for if not by Oswald when he left N.O. ofoltraviis that began in Mexico and 
ended with the assassination. The cancellation was subsequent to the time of Oswald's 
departure from New Orleans. The Warren Commission was not helpful to either solutions or 
discouraging irresponsible weavings of conspiracy theories by the staff counsel's handling 
if this matter. Be said that he'd just add this to the stack of similar matters. So how the 
card could have been mailed by Oswald when he was not in New Orleans to mail it remains 
a provocative mystery. I wrote about this more than a decade ago in the book about which 



this otrqnger wrote me. 

Obviously, like most of my appeals, in this matter I am not looking for information 

that is of personal interest to me. 

My concern is with the 	record and confusion built in by arbitrary and 

capricious processing in which there is unjustifiable withholding that will plague the 

country, including givernment agencies, for years to come. 

Itlis a rare occasion on which the name of a postal inspector is secret or the 

fact of his having provided information to the FBI must be withheld. (I recall no single 

instance of this in the Warren published and unpublished records which total some 300 

cubic feet of records. It became an FBI device ohly after enactment of FOIA and its 

1974 amending.) 

Those kinds of inconsistencies must account for a large part of the FBI's backlog, 

for many appeals and I know for much time wasted in litigation. It seems to me that if 

the FBI did not want this backlog, these wastes and costs and the needless litigation 

simple and comprehensible instructions to its FOIL personnel would eliminate the 

problems. From this I conclude that the FBI has created such problems because it wants 

confusion, waste and unnecessary coats in time and money, in part to discourage and mis-

lead requesters and in part as an aspect of its campaign against the Act. 



On page 18 I refer to Serial 1916 and 19164 which is ex poste facto classification. 

Serial 1916 appears to be Serial 4961 in FBIHQ 109060. It is attached. 

No classification makings appear on the record or an attached note although 

there is a withholding from each. The exemption claimed is not indicated but under the 

EO it cannot be b1. 

The withholding on page 2 follows a comma in a sentence that refers to a broadcast. 

While a claim to some exemption may not be entirely impossible, b1 claim seems to be. 

On the added page headed "Summary" a characterization of the easily-characterized 

Gordon hovel is withheld, no exemption indicated. If an =indicated b1 clpim is made 

for such a comment as an allegation that Novel was associated with a federal agency 

that would merely repeat what Novel himself has proclaimed in public. 

(The last of the never-flattering public references to him I recall in published 

form is the Colson/Novel plan to erase the Nixon tapes by some form of remote radiation.) 
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Serial 3004-A in Volume 22 is of 12-10-71. It is described as Memo, Hearn to SAC, NO. 

Of the 13 pages 10 are provided. Claims are made, in blanket, to b7c,b7d, with no copies 
eatiralif 	•Illie.bijurfki00/4,(1/14,04)  

OT—t aswith ooliteratfons. Thera are other obliterations in the 10 pages 

j, pytorl cilr'.4r. (it 44..44,,,, A040, 1N014161 wyw, a t4r 14.Lfl A 
that are provided. 

This record was added to the file because it relates to Serial 3004, of 5-8-67. That 

is a rather long teletype, of 20 pages, indicated as ",Previously 4ocessed." Because it 

was to FBIHQ I had a search made of the FBIHQ records provided for that time period. 

No 201ege teletype shows in the 105-82555 or 62-109060 files. From this it would 

appear that again "previously ii4scessed" is FBI Orwellian usage for memoApiry hole. 

In an excess of caution I also had the Ruby and Commission (62-109020) files checked, 

along with the worksheets. Again no 20-page teletype. For the same date the Commission 

file4holds a Not Recorded Serial reporting a news story that Garrison would seek a Senate 

CIA probe, hardly properly filed under the Commission. It is of seven not 20 pages. 

The article is said to repo 	subpoenaeing of SA Regis Kennedy, not a Commission 

matter and not included in the proper files I've reads  04 ktifiCstm /1114)  414-04•Ohl ma1/w 

There is no reference in this teletype to the subject of 3004A, "Lt. RAYMOND COMSTOCK 

Information concerning." However, the only NO SA connected in any way with Comstock in 

the 10 pages provided is SA Regis Kennedy. 

The first page of the 12/10/71 LHM on Comstock notes only that he "SERVED AS INVESTI- 

GATOR IN THE OFFICE OF District Attorney JIM Calla% beginning May,1962" and that a 

"summary of the pertinent details found in the New Orleans Office files re. subject, Lt. 

RAYMOND CONSTOCK, New Orleans Police Department" follows. (Cape in original.) 

The first page that follows is numbered 3. The first three paragraphs are obliterated 

under b7c and d claim. The 44 file number is not obliterated prior to the second para- 

graph. This leads to the belief that at least part must be reasonably segregable. 

The next two file numbers not obliterated are SO-267. and 80-267-1376.The first is 

not attached, the second is. It is a news story reporting that among eight policemen 

transferred to the DA's office Raymond Comstock of the narcotics squad is one. 

What is a news clipping doing in an 80 file when it signifies "Laboratory research MOM 



Wait 
After another 80 citation, the clipping attached as page 9, A with el 

matters"': Or a xerox be added to 67-4715 when that signifies "Personnel Matters," the * 
pullpere 

indicatere"Applicant-related Classification?" 

If Comstock applied for a job with the FBI there would be no privacy involved for 

all(
Nrho knew him, including many police associates, would know it. 

And then there is the D claim, which can indicate source or informant. 

Which reminds me that on the first page, the printed form, there is added by hand 

"lcc-697," which does not signify any known FBI file. 

Aside from several 89-69 Wm* citations there axe next two 46 references. For 315 the 

claim  is made to both exemption6 for 314 to C only. All else is obliterated. 

32, 

Oupi, there are iksmA two more 76 references, 3600 (00:Dallas file #76-4261) and 76-3600-

12, which is provided, an SAC letter to the COP prAising Comstock's cooperation with Regis 

Kennedy. There is no other file indicated on the letter, 1111111011NNIMICOMI1011111M 

(76= escaped federal prisoner, etc.) 

The page 9 clipping reports that Comstock was among "the next 24 in line for lieu-

tenant.." There is a duble vertical marginal line opposite his name and those close to it. 

Next there is EN irdicea  searches slip from which there are three obliterations 

with the b7c 	made only for the third, the name of the fugitive Comstock helped the 

FBI capture. Page 2 of missing 3004 refers to Comstock in connection with the assassina-

tion. The prior entry is entirely eliminated, 

The 10th page is 20 numbers higher in serialization. It is 3024.. By this slip, which 

is not included on the search slip, 3024 was classified for the first time on 8/22/77. 

(By 2040, who I've observed is willing to classify almost anything.) The 7/1/77 date is 

also used in this. The record is rifected as oleo 62-109060,5224. In its place in that 

file is a slip'showing referral to the CIA, which has not acted. Nine pages are indicated. 

But for the NO copy, Serial 3024, the worksheets reflect that /, rather than 2 primix 

pages are "previously processed." Not unusually, into another memory holeltith "previously 

processed"

/ 
ow extended by two pages. 

.•,--•■••••••• r••■••-•••-•.M,T, 



While readinc the NO files I became aware that the FBI had an inside source in the 

Garrison office. I also became aware that the records providedl whioli may not be all 
sho w 	 wre-e, 

and of course, there could have been more than one source as no 	ware of the 

assassination operation of the DA's office. This could fit one whose major responsibi-

lities were a specialty, like narcotics. Which was Cometockle. 

And it may indeed have been FBI practise to write fine letters to the COP even if 

this is the only one I've seen in these many thousands of pages. Perhapo Comatockle 

aid to the FBI was that unusually significant and helpful. 

If Comstock by any remote chance were an FBI informer inside of Garrison's office 
Aqtp 

I would 	the FBI to consider withholding of the fact proper although in such an 

exceptional situation I think the rights and wrongs can be argued. I am not saying that 

the foregoing makes a case that Comstock was the or an FBI informer. However, I am saying 

that the excessive and I believe unjustifiable withholdings require suspicion, even though 

such abuse of FOIL i FBI SOP. 

The use of the 80 file allegedly research (as by Orwell?) in the Lab for a newspaper 

clipping is pretty far out, as is the hidden existence of a Garrison file Ile already 

reported as an "80" file. And asked for. 

So also would be apah use of a personnel file for nos—personnel if not an actual 

applicant, not a NixoniFBIAaney Schorr type non—applicant. 
' 	1 

This entire thing, even with fudging on the numbers of pages and ex poste facto 

classifications, requires the appeal I do mlikP. 

It now also appears to be necessary to look in 80 and 67 files for what can't be found 

elsewhere if the records have anything to do with the assassinations or those who raised 

questions about them, like me. After all, did I not find records on me filemifae government— 

employment candidate when I wasn't and wouldn't be? Which is to say that the FBI did not 
eallaf.  1ft 

begin Orwellian practise in 

33 

ax 
iling with Schorr. 



The attached 	from FBIEQ 105-82555 appears to relate to Serial 4175 from 

the next Volume of the same file, where all the information withheld in the referral 

is provided. 

If I am correct in this and the passport is that of Crest .Pena then the FBI 

withheld what was placed in the public domain in 	1964 by Warren Commission 

publication. 
rig/ ttml 0/43 / 	

Apoof/ 	r 

The paranoid ppear to have believed that this man, who led a hard life and 

periodically travelled to relax, was travelling because ho was some kind of 

foreign agent. 

He could well afford to travel. 

The matter, however, was of interest to the Commission, Pena was questioned about 

P/algi  
it, the transcfrffihnd many F21 records wore made public. 64 4.6041 Ak,Fs/J.0.054, iw) 

With this an historical case why the referral? 

What was the need? 

What kind of =mama FBI processing is there when the processors have to know 

Pena was a Commission witness and they still withhold the public domain, still waste 

all this time and money and extend the wastes to other agencies? 

I knew the man well. He claims he was threatened by the FBI. There is substantiation 

in his Commission testimony. Without contradiction or response it includes his going to 

the NO FO with his lawyer to complain about the threat. No FBI records relating in any 

way this and other such matters of which he told me have been provided. And there were 

David Ferrie and Cuban anti-liastro organizations complications. I believe there is 

deliberate withholding. 



k v, ( A sL w 	ol d 	- Os tvoi 	AA) 0 A-L.1g° , 

An important New Orleans matter not reflected in any NO FO file I've seen is a Not 

(EP Recorded Serial in 105-82555 and was indicated for filing in &other FBIHQ file at the 

time the memo was written on 11/8/68, 62-109060. This involves me in two different ways, 

which I'll explain. The withholding is of the public domain and is laughable because the 

jaw information is repeatedly disclosed in NO FC files. I made subject copies and can 

cite two of these many, 89-69-114 and 186. The withholding is of the name Johann Rush. 

Throughout this memo Branigan refers to Rush not as the source but as the "informant." 

This has many meanings, one that many rele t.,,,rv~ant records are withheld. This means 

FBIHQ, NO and San Francisco, perhaps also the Shreveport office. 

It also tends to add meaning to how Johann Rush was at the ITM to make movies of 

Oswald that later had such great significance and how Oswald had unlisted phones for 

personnel of the TV station in his address book, as I recall also a connection with an 

advertising/public relations agency. 

What it seems to ad(1 up to is that the [tame Oswald was has long been suspected of 

having an FBI connection, a matter supposedly investigated by the Commission, just happens 

to knew how to get himself TV coverage and of all things by an FBI informant. This then 
6 !le Pa/ 

is wit} e 	rom the Commission, which was to investigate and report on all, with the FBI 

as its major investigative arm. 

Explanations: whjtever the official mythologies, if any, my work in New Orleans 

included no investigations otlay Shaw. My interest was Oswald. I considered what I later 

learned, that it was inevitable for Shaw to have been an FBI and CIA source (if not more). 

I regard this as proper for one in his position, given the nature of the ITN. Suppose for 

example that someone had tried to assassinating Somoza when he came to N.0.? The ITM Cale 

was a first-rate source of important and legitimate commercial and industrial intelligence. 

Having no means I stayed where I could, I've told you about Matt Herron. There was 

also a college, lit. professor, also a political informant for the FBI, named John ake. 

Joerg. I lneW he was an informant when I used his hideaway, not his home. It was on 
14-edtelAi 

RobertsoneSp-town N.O. (No records provided from N.C6F0 files although Commission 

records leave without doubt he is in them.) I also stayed on Jackson Avenue with a Mrs. 



Marge Kirkpatrick, whose son Godfrey had managed to escape an insane aesylum with a 
weapon owned by a doctor and with the intent of Xining Garrison. (Instead he assaulted 

aeigriebitl) his mother and was *captured and placed in a maximum security inditutionria7.rer 	I 
interviewed him 7/4/68 or 69.) The last of Godfrey's voluntary hospitalizations followeq if  

LIYI)  re cokr 	ref I ,11141%) his having been in touch with Washington pfficials, claiming assassination knowle

•  
When he was hospitalized a CIA phone number and name were found in his pocket*  I have a 
copy of thas and many VV records, provided by the mother but not included in or referred 
to in any records provided from any files by any agency. It is my recollection that these 
records include the numbers called in Washington. 

There are provocative elements of mystery in all of this. For example, the narefink 
1/104*- I've referred to, Diane Turner, knew all about the Kirkpatrick home, 	prior furniture abVd 

arrangement 	enants and their personal lives and subsequent careers. (Marge had a -) 
very large house and rented rooms, including to N.O. policeman. She reserved a former 
slave quarters for a first violinist of the N.O. Symphony for the season beginning Labor 
Day. It was available to ie without charge at all other times.) Accurate information, as I 
leaned when I taped recorded the first conversation between these two women, beginning, 
also, only after Joorg4 left. Turner even knew the kind of pistol Godfrey had obtained 

LAtA4' at tie asylum, a make I'd not heard of before. It was a Waltham PPK. Merge showed it to me. 
The doctor never reclaimed it. 

Tt is difficult to avoid the suspicion that Godfrey is among those who may have been 
used in some of the mind-bending work that has since become public - and not he alone in 
New Orleans and the area. I was fascinated by the voids in his recollection of his life. 
For one example, his knowledge of anti-Castro activity in the New Orleans area. I have some 
of his preparations for writing on it. (His etry was pretty good:) Ito nOCIPildaffie- 4,4-. 

Because Turner had claimed to have known him I asked her if she would care to go to 
Jackson with me. 

U7'  transportation was a Fiat sports car provided by the Fiat dealer and art fancier 
it not also a man of other parts, J.B.Vela. This was because I had befriended his former 
sales manager, Douglas Lethbridge, an authentic CIA type who was also a Day of age 



prisoner. He claimed to have been a eastro government official and a boyhood neighbor 

of Castro's. When I phoned Lethbridge to ask for a cheap rental car, not knowing of his 

mental illness, Vela remembered me and would not accept payment for the use of th1 iat. 

This was very helpful, considering that in those 15 days I had only four real meals, 

on other days being able to afford only a skim milk and vitamins breakfast and a 1914 

hamburger for supper.!} 

Just before lunch time Godfrey told me lunch time was approaching, that after lunch 
VAL 

they were required to res,t)an not to return until that period was over. I asked him if 

I could bring him anything. Hi3 response was that he'd like a malt. Turner interjected 

chocolate. The mother later told that from boyhood maltedfmilkshakes were a virtual 

addiction with him — and only chocolate. 

Godfrey was homosexual but he married a promine t woman, reputedly then with child. 
k.f.q;rif alraak. 

The marriage didn't last, whether or not the lu 	account is dependable. I spoke to 

the not—since—remarriad wife, who happened to have been friendly with Shaw or friends. 
odcr~a 'f 

4 his, one of whom gave her marriage party. liw/aife told me she had been interviewed 
by the FBI. I've seen no such reportr-4/nd no reference or indicatiorA 

of any such interviews. 

Garrison and his chief investigator thought I was crazy to move in with Marge and 

tried to talk me out of it. But they were the best accomodations I ever had in N.O., 

a convenient location and thanks to the CIA, even a nice sports car. Moreover, 
karge was 

very informative. Although a bit flakey and of the ultra right and with a sign reading 

"Register Communists, Not Gum" at her front door. I checked out some of her information. 

In the course of thin I came upon a lead to Johann Rushdie had left N.O. and the 

people at WDSU said they'd lost track of him'. In this checking I obtained the names and 

address and I think phone number of his parents, as I now recall, at Shreveport. 

You will recall my interest in his footage and in the Liu prints he provided the 

FBI and the 17 he gave the Secret Service almost none of which are with the Commission 

records at the Archives. 

For your better understanding of this I repeat that the FBI was looking for a third 
.4-ru, iTi4 
refused to provide the identification of the fingerprints not Oswald's on his literature 



LbaKii 	7.11-4° 4444C  
	)  S diier 

and in the N.O. records seeks to withhold the names of the printer and his assistant,-  
gam 

Both are not secret. ailed in Hurricane Camille. Before then I interviewed him twice, 
li1o1,1■644' 

the second time with tiam-orew.i.e.tomt and on tape. Each denied that Oswald was the man who 

picks the 	tiag up. Each separately Lelected a number of different views of a man 

other than 	as the 	who did. He was an FBI source. I told you I have a "Third 
/1, 

Man" file. When I was able to get the Secret Service to deposit its copy of the Rush/ 

WDSU footage at the Archives it had an identification it required much effort to ge,4Yom 

the Archives after I saw it. The wrapper said that uswald and jaa other men were shown 

distributing literature outside the ITN, as Jesse Core and others told me. (One of the 

others was the NO leader of an anti-Castro group who was service manager for the Fiat 

agency. even identified an automobile he saw involved. Remember, I told you Bringuier 

had given the FBI a license number and the FBI withholds it still, even after Commission 

testimony to it?)So, I wanted to see the stills, especially because both Jesse Core and 

the than WDSU news director both told me the footage had been reduced by the time the 

FBI returned it. 

When I obtained the lead to Rush through his parents and the misinformation that he 

he left all his film with hie parents when he went to San Francisco I asked one of the 111")4Pri".-1  

Am#Latant Alild to get the pix. He wanted me to go to Shreveport, for which they offered 

to Oa. I regarded this as something they could acoomplish by a phone call and refused, 

urging them to call first and then send an office hand. 

I then left for Dallas, with a ticket privided by a former FB164. who figures in 

these records but not in the N.O. files and in some of the records provided under PA, 

Paul Rothermel, Jr. He remained an FBI s urce wheq hp became chief of security for ft.L.Hunt. 
Wunoisd. 

 
if wed- 

I had a copy of the manuscript of a spook blnnk book 	 titled L'Amerioue Brule, 

tetitled by Garrison's suggestion into Farewell America.I have a full account of the 

leaking of this black beak to Garrison. It includes persons who are mentioned in the 

records provided but no single reference to or indication of this is provided'. One 

is Richard Case Nagell. Another used the name Rose and appears to have'served the CIA. 

(If the FBI has Warren HinCklels account it is not dependable and is self-serving.lhe 

former and disliked SA William Turner was the chief dupe, a real suCker.) 



I had been away from home for a month. I was tired and unwell. The day before I was 

to leave Dallas Garrison phoned and insisted that I had to return to N.O. on my way 

home because of a major "find" or "discovery" of his. He insisted to the point where I had 

little choice. 
•lane 

My luggage managed to get lost, although that was the first stop of the 	after 

it left Dallas. Fortunatarerron met me and I was able to get spare clothing. The 

?Xlarras sod airline provided a toilet kit. And when I finally got my luggage, it was in 

bad anapex, as had happened before. I recall in particular the time I had made the first 

public use, in Minneapolis, of the picture and sketch thi FBI still has not returned in 
., (Arner 

the King case and immediately after I got the John hartin film no copy of which the FBI 
A 

has yet provided. 

When I got to N.O. late Friday night and had no luggage it was too late to see 

Garrison and his supposedly exciting material. I did this the next morning, Saturday, and 

left for home Saturday evening. The excitement was over a print of the WDSU footage. It 

was not a good print, a remote generation. dine, made from the WDSU file copy at Pan—

American, was much better.. (As protection I'd had two prints of the footage made, 

desiring to have stills made from it. The copy I mailed for the stills to be made never 

there.1 have the other print.) 

It turned out that Rush's parents had been phoned and that they had given Rush's 

Sank lirluxisco address and phone. Garrison or his people had phoned fa Bill Turner and 

asked him to cot the stills from Rush. Instead Turned had had a poor copy made of the 
OaAit 

movie and -sing it to uarrison, who was 'tc: excited, imedning he saw Clay Shaw in it. 
C 11045 	 Sr. 

That 

	 41,10 
That day I also interviewed 	own second man in the Oswald literature operation 

Sfttit 	 fitC0tIkr 
at U( 40. 44rthan was a marine lieutenant. I have the tape. ere was a third man, not 

11,  

known to him. That day I also got wind of a coming Garrison insanity with which he 

intended to Llark the 10th anniversary of the assassination and in time and with some 

effort was able to.prevent it. That day also I initiated two independent investigations 

of the so—called "tramp" pictures the face of one of which is the picture that goes with 

ifActiceV 
the -1:etch in the UN:, case. So I recall 	well enough. 



When I left N.O.,1 knew how to reach Rush. 

Lon,e before this I held the opinion of Turner I have since seen in FBI records. 

Whether or not ho was au he later claimed, a black bag operator for the FBI, he is the one 

former SA of whom I know I can easily believe was fired for both incompetence and 

character flaws. An an investigator he is incompetent. As a writer he is a heavy—handed 

plagiarist who adds only error to the work of others, which is readily identifiable. 

What this incompetent had not doee was so sieple I asked a subject expert, Paul 

Hoch, to interview Rush. Hoch had never interviewed anyone and was uneasy about it 

but he did see Rush and learned that Turner'n interview consisted of boasting how great 

an investigator he was and not asking anything. As I recall, and I'm not digging out 

old records, he told Hoch that he had made no still for himself but that he had 

duplicated tliF7film before leaving WDSU. 

f The date of this Branigan memo coincides exactly with my recollection of that trip 

because I left Los Angeles for New Orleans on election day, ving voted by absentee 

pallet much earlier. (Because I was in association with thise on whom I know the FBI has 

iecords I'm surprised that neither the San Francisco nor Los Angeles nor San Diego nor 

any other field office has provided any relevant records in response to my PA requests. 

I made numerous appearances of the kind that have interested the FBI, even on radio and 

TV' in Dallas, which has provided no records relating to them. Some were quite critical of 

the FBI's work as reflected in my C.A.75-226, which is past oral argument before the 

appeals court this trip for it.) 

This 11/8/65 memo also reflects the existence of other relevant records not provided. 

If they are not in Nr  as they should be they have to include San Fransciso records. If 

eranigan made any other record of the call from San Francisco I have not seen it in either 

of the FBIHQ files. 

\f/lkThe mention earlier of the person Oswald phoned at WDSU is in his addressbook, p. 

as Burns Rottman, 523V033.I believe it is Vern, nor Burns. I believe that was not the 

—.45112/11111St/lm, 
 

The addressbook is in facsimile ind,ei 16, Exhibit 18, pp. 37 ff. 

WDSU number. 

m 
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Nany interestina entries. Like micro dots on 161153, Communist and Trotskyite names 
batial/a 

and addresses, 	Nazi party leaders outside the south. The phone and license number 

of SA Hosty, originally withheld by the FBI on the ground that it knew Hosty, is on 64. 
Of u}aI 

(An entry on 67 would have led 	to the side door of the building in which Ronnie Faire 

had his office at that time and where Oswald applied for a job, "according to the Commission. 

The "David Crawford" on this page is actually David Chandler, merconfirmed it to me. These 

minor deviations characterize Oswald's entries. 

To go back to the withholding relating to BanaAmeripan films, if there was a legitiaaawy ,  
uLti lad *pc Aroma 

to any claim of a confidential source then the r 	had had copies of the mode made 

there. Somemeao just might have had reason to be interested in my mailing of a package 

that looked like it could hold a milli of film. A source at WDSU or inside a narrow 

tree of the Garrison office, the small  one in which Comstock was, could have known. Or 

the disappearance in thu mail could have been accidental 

1 i In any event, unlike many of my appeals, which are in the interest of the historical 

record encl.( of no personal interest to me in my work, this entire matter is of both 

characters, important in my work from the first and to a complete and accurate historical 

record. 

1y intent to restrict myself to the responsible and nan-conjectural in this area 

changed all that followed a decision I had to make in early 1966. After sitting on the 

L-4211 44"44-194  
manuscript 

	

	months a major publisher wrote me that if I would do some rewriting around 
1 

what begins on page 138 line 4 it would be an extraordinarily important work they would be 

glad to publish. Doina this required that I charge the Government with conspiracy. I was 

not prepared to do that for wealth or fame and instead at that point decided to bring the 

book out myself, the first book, which then existed in a limited and copyrighted edition. 

In connection with that citation I also had written that Oswald's career in piety 

Orleans was consistent with what in intelligence is called establishing a cover. 

Part of this establishing of a cover was his literature and related operations and 

the attention he was able to draw to them. The official investigation and the records I've 

been provided do not include most of his known operations and no basis for such entries 

t 



in the addeessbook as Rottman of all the people at WDSU (incidently, the right one and 

not one who appeared on the tube) and Chandler at the newspaper. 

1  have turned uo many other such picketings by Oswald, all designed to attract 

the attention of the Bringuiers and others of that anti—Castro bent. My sources included 

the FBI's sources, sk tut the FBI's records do not include what they told me. If the 

information remained in New -Orleans it is not in the records provided. If the FBI ignored 

it that would appear to be quite unusual, there was that much of it. 	all in the 

some general area, near Bringuierlo plftee.,There 1444 no one more certain to rise to that 

bait than El Entupides Bringuier. 

4041ot long after Oswald got this attention and the proofs of it to take with him 

he was off for Mexico and the mysteries about it that
` 
 the FBI and CIA perpetuate by 

their withholdings under "national security" 	alikt L 6041 '$ 14414.11-411.1.1 

A tragic event not in the files relates to one Brian Ampolsk, of whom there is 

scant mention. Shortly after his experience with Oswald he was sent to an assylum. 

His father told me he was just out of it about the time of the Branigan memo so even 

though I knew where Brian was and was working I did not seek to interview him. The 

father connected his flipping out and his Oswald experience. 

The FBI's failure to make unequivocal re 'once, that it does not have copies of the 

Doyle and (John) Martin (inneapolis) films of Oswald being arrested in New Orleans 

during the incident he provoked with Bringuier while providing copies of records stating what 

can't be believed, that there was no interest in these films, plus its failure to offer 

the films to the Commission or even inform it of Martin and his film, all are relevant 

and tend to suggest motive for withholding. My Doyle and Martin requests are more than a 

decade old. 

Any new view of Oswald, which is in the Martin film, and any possibility of an 

associate, which can be in both films, obviously had some value. Considering all the pa 
Want S taP 

junk and all the pursuit of 	 by the FBI ignoring any photographs of or 

relating to Oswald is suspect, if they were ignored. 

With Rush Euleormant this becomes such more provocative. I believe the entire 

matter should be rese 
Z/ 

arched, without limit to the Oswald and assassination file deeigna- A 



this even more provocative is checking the worksheet ims the other 

file, 62-109060, for
(fii;nt 	h ,) 	/i 44r 

copy of this Dranigan memo. 	period is 	Section 163. 

It begins with 9/26/68, the next Section with 11/25/68. There is but a single entry for 

the date 11/8/68, and conveniently it is for a Branigan to Sullivan memo of a single 

4 page. Only in ti4 2*is withheld entirely under 7D claim. 

Assuming the obvious;, the withholding is 100% unjustified and 1005 unjustifiable. 

Assuming what else is obvious, this is not an accident but is deliberate withholding 

of what can be embarrassing to the FBI. 

If the PIA processors were without subject matter knowledge and if they did not 

exercise due diligence and did not process in good faith the most examination of the record 

Mime itself discloses then could have been withheld is that Rush was an informant. There 

is reasonably segregable information and it is relevant. 

There is much junk made available by the FBI about Oswald in New Orleans and there 
junk 

is much that this/covers what is not junk that the FBI has not disclosed about his 

career there. A major part relates to his manufacture of a pro-Castro record, part of 

witch is this getting of public attention, which is consistent with entabLshing 

&cover and nothing else. 

A major search remains to be made, and not limited to the NO FO records not searched. 

In FBI11 there are many Branigan to Sullivan memos relating to this part of Oswald's 

career. any coming f om my FOIA requests I saw so long ago I do not recall them. Hot0Lier„ 

/Ynde416 	 `and sent them) 

recently I " 	quite a stack of them relating to ffech'sX-him. At the time of his 

initial requests he was still in graduate school.) 	 . 
sipi 	

%solo 

If you wonder about the 134 number ii appear Selol, the list of the names of those to 

whom copies were sent and to whose files search should be extended.; 134-17762 

time. It should include 134 files, 80 and 67 and any other possible Orwel1isin number 

or caption. 

What makes 



44 

With Rush and informant at the least there should be his report on the Oswald 

operation and his foctoge of it. 

It is my recollection that after he shot the film Rush had lunch with one of those 

appearing in his film, the previously mentioned Neeley. 

She worked with the previously mentioned Core, who was quite upset over what Oswald 
had done, believing it reflected badly on the rm. 

Whether or not she did, Ne1ley could have provided the account available from Core 

and not in any records I've seen. 

What I've referred to as the least may be that. Only a real search, with due 
in looking 

diligence/for out-of-the-way filing, can determine. 

There is also what nlse hush may have said in Son l'sranciseo, 1.ihether or not it 

may be elsewhere at FBIHQ. I believe it should be provided as part of the historical 

record. 



C 
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Kerry Thornley had been a friend of Oswald's in the Marines. Oswald broke off with 

him when he red-baited Oswald, from Thornley's own Commission testimony. As soon as 

Oswald'u name was connected withe the assassination Thornley was interviewed by the 

FBI and Secret Service, after which Thornley offered to be of more "service" to the FBI. 

The week after the assassination Thornley moved to cu urban Washington. From letters he 

then wrote, which I obtained during  an investigation he an fa strange one named David 

Lifton forced on md, he claimed that the FBI "pissed down their legs" when they learned 

he was that close tc Washington. Maybe it wan the Commission, not the FBI. Again, I'm 

not checking. 

This was the poet in Thornley, who fancied himself a writer. 

Thornley had a friend named Osborne. As I've informed you, botlyhe people at the 

printer's selected pictures of T 
	

ey as most resembling  the person who picked up the 

printing  - which was done under the name of Osborne, not Oswald. 

The NO reports to FBIH6/, not included in the N.O. files provided, are clear enough 

on Baying that neither Jones nor Silver identified Oswald as the can who got the 

printed leaflet Odwald later distributed. These undef#tated reports were rewritten into 
fho  DIe!ltfidele 

a LHM the • ai• that Oswald, using the name Osborne, goi, the printing. The Warren teport 

uses virtually the identical false representation of this rewrite into a LHM rather than 

the negative identifications of the underlying  records. I brought this to light in 1967. 

My first interview with Jones was before the time I taped an interview. When he and 

Silvef both independently seletted a number of radically different pictures of Thornley 
ic..4,4-43 	 rhyen/Pp  

from a mixture of abou 100 I showed each independently (Mg even had a heavy beard in one) 
te,A It 

I wanted o see if 	co d be made up tc look like Oswald. I wrote a memo to an tilt I 
Loy e'er 	

_12.1!!4 knew 	asking him to see if Pi he could add the equivalent of makeup to a picture 

to make it look more like Oswald. Lifton saw 	at the home of this artist and blackmailed 

him into providing  Lifton with copies, which were then distorted and misused by Lifton and 

Tiomley, who had been indicted for perjury by Garrison. 

Thornley was then pumping gas in Tampa. 

The Tampa FO rdepondhLto my PA requestion 1/9/78 claimed in the evasive way that is 



customary not to have any records. But on 4/10V79 my attention was drawn to 62-109060— 
*gel rt 

6618, 	cl is attached without the distorted news accounts that are with it. It is a 

12/5/60 Tampa memo to 	Tampa 62-455, and it does refer to me. Cordes were Bent to 

Dallas and New Orleans from'neither of which I recall getting copies or any related 

records. In addition, there is other reason to believe that Tampa has other records 

on and relating to me, related to these Btorieu from the local papers and Thornley and 

not relating to them, as I'm sure I told the FBI long ago without response, even acknow-

ledgement. 

I did a number of broadcasts by phone to a radio station in that area. As I recall 

Thornley also did and on one we had a confrontation. in fact the last one of these 

broadcasts I recall making was on the phone provided by a former close Garrison friend 

who was then an informant. Pershing uervaii7fiater equipped with a false identity and 

a new life he chucked in Canada to return to Louisiana. That phone is one of those 

that were tapped in the Government effort to get Garrison on a tax charge of which he 

was acquitted. unless there was only selective tapping of that Gervais phone I was picked 

up on it. That was in New Orleans. 

The Tampa stories nre, defamatory. I did seek to exercise my PA rights and was fore-

closed. his was to befor.: the FBI's releases. The attached record, whether or not 

indexed in Tampa,riu marked for indexing at PBIJKL. A Gieck At FM 	1-tris-wid 11"4416e- 

CIAO 12 4 1 fh., ,4-p.4:4"..-',cz. 	nutu  /Licit-10 	 a' #60  Wit 	L 411 i AIM 
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This part of my appeal comes from a section of worksheets to which I have added a 

0 	

41 
contrasting identifying note. The ceder of the section is unlike that of others in 

n 

lacking section identifications or any explanation of the separation of these worksheets 
,Itt 

are  
e•Nti,Aatir 

from the rest, which sir 	by Section or Volumeg ieseleemide This was a miscellaneous 

collection from which I have selected some and sided the miscellaneous description. All 

are of Enclosures Behind File, from 62-109060. 

All of Serial 3130 is withheld not undo, r b6 but Wand D, the latter inapplicable 
p41/01 

and "privacy" inappropriate. 14 140 411"4"1, fM101 ,0—,A)4n4;/11 /WA-4 

The deceases Tippit is such more of a public figure than I. He managed not to get 

promoted in 10 years on the force, according to the Warren Commission. His family has 

been involved in a number of sordid events that got extensive public attention since his 

death. At first his wife refused to touch any of the estimated 3/4 million dollars 

contributed to the family, refusing to spend any although there was need to. Later 

elle tarried a police liettenant who wZ1411:1:1114s saying he would be patient about her 

requiring him to brown—bag. He was also quoted as being tolerant and patient when one 

of Tippitie sons assualted him. There were other such incidents. 

Reports about Tippit include his extreme right views, his moonlighting for one of 

such perspectives, even that a woman not his wife was carrying his child.. 

While theee'may or may not figure in the withheld 133 pagee described as his personnel 

file (for which the proper claim to exemption is not made) the murder of Tippit vase one of 

charged responsibilities of the ComEiseion and thus of the FBI as its investigative arm. 
Sist-k reun6La wee. ry,rt wefh11t4& i aTor-WO %at-J.4h wak /lee/ let Os 	a/1Ij a»ut 4 War 111/. 

This is an historical case. kany mytholoeles have already attained prominent attention7—  

For these and other reasons I believe the record should be disclosed. 

Serial 3$J6 is described merely as "Information from source." If the source is in 

fact a confidential one then the FBI is required to disclose all but what would identify 

the confidential source. I recall no claim that there is not a single word reasonably 

segregable in these 36 pages. I therefore ask for them. 

Serial j875 is the first of a series for which a 1413 claim is madeundeiecopyright 

allegation. This claim for copyrighted material is relatively new. I first encountered it 



well into C.A.75-1996, when the FBI wanted to withhold certain ictures for which it 
P r Of Pi 

never produced any elliftelepcopyright and no registration. Throughout that aid the JFK cases 

many thousands of pages of copyrighted materials are provided. There is a great quantity 

in the FBIHQ JFK releases. In fact there is one that attracted my attention in this Section/ 

Serial 6004 is the "January 1968 issue of 'Ramparts' magazine." It is of 29 pages, 29 

of which are released with a single 7c plane. I Aigress and do not follow numerical sequence 
140E4 IC *1 k 

to addeess this because of its pertinente to jthe copyright exemption claim. 

The record is actually a single unnumbered section. It is not merely the article. It 

begins with one of the multitudinome political Lranigen to Sullivan memos, this one of 
row' .54 

1/4/68. Th& first obliteration, in the first paragra 	oTT61(Turner's name as author. 

No claim to exemption is noted on the page. 

0n the second pages there is another obliteration, after my name. (I did file a PA 

request.) The withheld information has no exemption noted on the page and is in the context 

of my demand for release of records improperly 'withheld in the Archives. The volume of 

Subsequent releases more than justifies my early and continued request that this be done. 

After this there is a zeros of the copyrighted article. 

f'et with 387544French magazipe," all 133 pages ere withheld.(Dated 10 28/64.) 

Except where there is special information I will not repe2a1I believe unjustified 

b3 .claims. I also believe that there is no reason to believe there was a balancing test 

or any consideration of historical case etandards and on these bases also ap,eal 

If 3934 is as the description states, merely a "document" not otherwise described 

except by title there is no proof of publication, which I believe is required for copy-

right and no reason to believe there is or w4s# any copyright. 109 pp, 12/3/64. . 

The 	Serial is an —14/141711-114  actIl 	 memo to FBIRQ to which is attached " a copy of a 

document entitled 'How President Kennedy Realty was Killed,' furnished...by GEORGE C. 

TH0h30N..."(spelling not changed.) Rather than disclosing any claimed request to withhold 

the memo states Thou,son ;...:nvP it to the FLI for use "in the event of possible inquiries 

received by the Bureau." 

The Fid hao made much of Thomson's other nutty stuff available. 



Serial 4034,6/25/65 is "Book called 'L'Affaire Oswald:" 233  pp. 	is is silly. It 

is the french edition of a book by Leo Sauvage, a french newspaper correspondent in the 
v,, At 

	

U.S. The book was tranolated and reraTi7E3T(fiith anidded chapter 	about 1967, 

maybe a little earlier. Sauvage's other and copyrighted writing are made available by the 

FBI when it had ulterior purpose, slandering him. Like what he wrote for "New Leader." 

(Ant-Communist, so the FBI indicates he is believed to be Communist. Figures.) 

Serial 4037 consists'of cover page, information provided by source, negatives and 

photos, cover page and "letter provided by source (2 copies)" for a total of 6B pages for 

each of which the claims to b1 and b7d are made. 

I believe some must be reasonably segregable. That information came Mom a "spume" 

is not within any exemption. For a source to fall within the exemption it must be a confiA 

rdential source. Ineddition, this exemption has another provision and I recall no re-

presentation that its requirements are met by this or any other record for which the 

F3aim is made, 

From the time period, while there is no indication of the nature of the information 

or the source, it is not impossible that this represent:rterception, as of a part of a 

Lod article. 	 trL WAA- 
manuscriverThere were also cozy deals with publishers as wi the CIA on mail, here and 

abroad with others than only the CIA. I do not allege this is applicable. I am merely 

saying that it.is possible and the claims are not justified because no reasonably cegregable 

information is provided,' which requires suspicion. 

There is more than the Angle underlying record at this point in Section 98. By 

later ref,rence to this communication from London begat it appears that there is no 

privacy, that the subject is disclosed as Thomas Harvey and the suspicion of the claim 

to bl being made to cover an illicit net appears justified. I would like this entire 

matter and others like 1lVeviewed, in part to obtain the withh i information and in part 

to establish imiimi whether the FBI is making improper claim to exemption to cover illegalities, 

if not also intrusion into Constitutional rights. 

In the course of checking the underlying record I noticed that Serial 4035 makes no 

...10b3 claim for extensive xeroxing and disclosure of the published work of Morrisgeale,i4  

bv• 
is included in blot° in Serial 4035. 



While I regard Edward J. Epstein's Inquest as a pygmie among books I think it has been 

diminished much too much by the worksheet description of 4142,"Book by Edward J. Epstein, 

'Inquest.'" It is described as of but four pages and for it a b3 clam is made. This is 

all phoney. 

The four pages, not all of which are withheld, reflect a phoned request from the H4 

to NY FO apparently that it obtain a pre—publication copy. That date was 5/26/66, and the 

pub date, as I recall, was about 6/30/66. 

The date lo!' the nor' to NY FO roughjy coincides with the obtaining of an advance copy 

by the Washington Post, which 	then jumped the release date to diminish its attention to 

my Whitewash, about which it had already spoken to Department and FBI people. The Post's 

story appeared in the 5/31/66 edition, accross the top of page 1. 

.icy the time the NY FO got and sent the copy the publisher was giving them away at 

the annual contention of the booksellers' association in Washington, so.that money was 

wasted, not an uncomeon FBI practise. 

However, it is not possible that the added explanation is applicable,"(copyrighted 

and may not be reproduced)". Besides, what happened to fair use? 

. Serial 4177 is the first of a series of entirely undescribee01"Laboratory File" 

listings for which there are varying degrees of total withholding of pages. This also 
*I t

also includes referrals. If the claims o withhold are justified I do not believe the 

descri one can be withheld in what is disclosed of the underlying records. There are 

other records, so it is not necessary to generate new records to provide descriptions. 

However, those disclosed are meaningless references to entirely undescribed bulkysi of 

7r which I have made copies from another part and Val provide them. 

Serial 4163 is of a nature that requires suspicion because it makes b1,b2 and b7D claim 
die I 14 Me At-r 

for 11 pages of "photos or various documents." Generally ilimgrtiained illicitly were 

photographed ether than xeroxed. In the JFK case there also is the question, has the means 

Of obtaining the* documents already been disclosed? With a number of .organizations and 

publications it has been disclosed.- 14"4 11( #1"4""41-  
------- 

Serial 4184 is described as a 9/1/66 "Laboratory Folder" of # 381 pages, which would 



ctePe 
be quite a folder" One page is withheld sanderWrissioalres b1 and b7D. But with the next of 4 

this naturei'4168, of the 332 pages of the same date only 	163 are disclosed. The claim 
•. 

is to b7C. I suspect the FBI is interested in its own privacy. Nothing on any one page 

reaseaably ceEregable? (In general the nature of the other Lab withholdings I'm not itemizing 

also is appealed.) 

Serial 4232, dated 1Q/26/66 is the subject of a prior appeal.:ft is the providing 
TPI/1,147-/ 	fk4 Fe9 	 ,j4,4444-11.4.44.- 

of a transcript of tht7tVinority Report 'se 	lipped 	advance of broadcastlfollomed 
4 

by syndication. The copyright claim is inapplicable and the transcript wa- in any event 

later given away by WNEW-TV. 

It would require galley proofs outside my experience for it ti take 140 of them to 

include the Look excerpting of Manchester's Death of a President.  Both book and excerpting 

are readily available and there is no need to withhold anything except in the FBI's interest. 

The copyright claim is spurious. $esides, with such operations there is a waiver in the 

advance distribution is quest of attention in other media to sal copies of the magazine 

and of the book. 

Serial 5474, 6/20/67, is described as "Kattarial from Briefcase," of 119 pages, all 

withheld under claim to b7C and D. 

Consultation with the underlying records, and there are two memos with this number, 

makes it apparent that the privacy claim cannot extent' to the very public figure, Gordon 

011 , 
Novel, who had apparently forgotten his attache case in a rental 	6/le or 19/67. 

The attache case included tapes, wire recordings, etc., all connected with the 
Lath aa rkte 	r Ntid 11...)  

JFK assassination and the Garrison games with it and his backers. The material is largely 

public in%artisan manner, having been made public in a number of appearances by Novel, 

his lawyer and other partisans. It appears that Novel was taping: phone conversations. 

/4Whidiellbelel 
The controversy L ea.-14arrivon and gavel ii44441,*14m6millo.:Ww- Lxvon.r.74..thr! CIA aid 

major media elements. before it quieted down there was extensive tieatment in Playboy, which 

led to multimillion dollar lawsuits and further extensive public attention to all kinds 

of details. So it ap.,,ears that with the possible exception of acme phone conversations 

of which I have no knowledge there is really nothing appropriate to the privacrlaim. 

51 



There is no appropriateness to the 7D claim despite the uniqueness of the recordings be- 

rause with the possible exception noted above their content has been bruited about 
A/01,41 0...wi 	0/ 

extensive y, nc uding y the FBI itself and in its HQ releases. This really extends to 

the Government leaking of Garrison's medical records, Novel's broken marriage to a former 

beauty queen and detail!: of normally more private nature. The amount of sex stuff that 

came out in public id hard to exaggerate. Crei 5-1-A0 

relating to the date 9/1/66 above and the shifting of Lab records, so nary _ages of 

undeseribed nature on that date, while it may have been normal it also coincides with the 

4,0411.1 

FBI's knowledge that there. was to be an executive order requiring cwt of information 

to the National Archives and its general availability there. 

There is a series of claims for withholding relating to Jim Bishop and his treacle, 

"The Day Kennedy Was Shot." First 1  noticed is Serial 6106.There also ja. 6202,6314,6255 AA, 

6333, 1115* with varying descriptions of manuscript, installment, etc. Copyright claim. 

That the FBI is covering is its involvement with Bishop, his book and its flattering 

content, as I believe I have already provided in prior appeals, including in C.A. 75-1996. 

The FBI went over his book and while creating false paper to indicate the opposite)  

was helping him. It even arranged for him to get put up without cost in the spite 

of Fort Worth )4etel rooms in which fresident and Mrs. Kennedy spent their last night, 

allegddly because it would be good public relations for the city. This is a nonsensical 

cover for a cheap bribe of a known sycophant. 

Serial 6872, 9/25/69 s 29 pages of "materials provided by source." B7C and D are 
^it wail/lair* 

claims 	rya The 13 no reprOsentation of confidential source or of nothing reason- 

ably vegregable. I beliete the source must be confidential or the information not be 

otherwise available, hard to imagine except in terms of illicit activity, and that for 

the most part there is little genuine privacy in what relates to the investigation of 

the JFK assassination. krom this worksheet all 29 pages are withheld. 

un checking Section 171 I find a single page that appears to cover these 29 pgges. 

No claim to exemption is noted on the page, which does have two obliterations. The first 

reibrs to Potential Security Informants and is entitled to exemption. ( 2—to fai0 k72) 



When the FBI saw an opportunity for mink mischief-making it pas;:ed around some of 
A/ 

Novelis more extreme nonsense, with regard to hurt to anyone and without concern for 

misleading and misingorming the President, the Attorney General or anyone else. It 

also disclosed 62-109060-6540 and 5545, which are attached. 

If it disclosed the records based on which it provided this misinformation I have 

no rcebllection of having seen them. 

Novel did not have to have a symbol. He was in regular touch with thc FBI, which 
L..46h3,,  

has provided no record l've seen of anyone in '- anywhere - refusing to accept a call 

from him or refusing to talk to him. Even when he was a fiLdtive, when it sheltered, him 

by not dislosing his whereabouts. For mere mortal=. this is a crime the FBI charges and 

based on suspicion of which it makes threats. 

I came aceross 62-1G9060-6864 by chance while preparing this so I attach 	for 

a facet of the larger Novel/FBI picture. 

I also appeal the withholdings. 



Next there is reference to one Hal Verb, of whom I have written you in connection with 

my PA appeals and non-compliance by the San Francisco Field Office, which I knew had to 

have a file on Hal because of his SdP activities. I asked that such files be searched for 

JFK and PA information. I have had no response. 

With the 14(9 date on this record the firs; paragraph seems to me to be inaccurate 
,40,1 'whir L AN4 1 1 4. 

in reflecting that in connection with a 	 -the JFK assassination t 

these PSI's attended a meeting of Verb's group. There are two reasons. Thep initially 
A144 

was part of Lane's self-promotion called "Citizens' Committee of Inquiry." He had abandoned 

J112251;-1111.111"4"  li his support of it when in 1966, or three years earlier, it invited me to speak 	. In 

addition, by this date Lane was not sponsoring any JFK group. After the Shaw case decision 

he looked for other cows to milk. 

The obliterated third paragraph appears to refer to the 29 pages. So first of all 

I appeal the denial of what is reasonalily seGreGable in it. 

The last paragr h begins, "A copy of these papers is forwarded for your information..." 

If these are papers distributed by Verb or the group there is no protection for them. 

If they were stolen then absent something quite unusual there also is no exemption that 

is appropriate. 

`eanwhile, were these among the informants whose identities were disclosed in the 

SWP case or are they and these records withheld in the SWP case? 

And if the informations relates to the assassination should it be withheld? 

If it relates to members of the Vr:rb Group, is it not known? I have spotted references 

to some of them in other disclosed records anti some was not otherwise secret. 

The worksheet for 76541Lvee its date as 2/1/77 and describes "Enclosure to PeXMan 

to Gallagher" memo of 53 pages, 33 withheld under an illegible claim and claim to b7C and D 

and referral of a single page to DOJ and 19 to CIA. "Senate documents" is added. 

Sectiob 189 has an entirely inconsistent description in the single referral slip 

74:11‘  
that replaces 	- of two pages only and those referred to the CIA. No DOJ reference. 

re: lh 
(Which reminds me of the fallur91  to my earlier a-Decals from all denials of all DOJ 

retry-A.1J., 
1444444e4lar-r-lefal  There to4ino backlog and more time expired than if there were the largest 

i3 



backlog in government.) 

There is further inconsistency in the Talky, which has a single referral slip of 

general nature, not identifying either the agency or the number of pages referred. There 

is reference to a single agency only/ 1:JC(.1 5-9''
f p4s411 

What Appears to be the present cover refers to a 4liallimmit set of files,"Faccised 
il 

Encls. Drawer at end of Warren Commi#140 followed by some illegible writing. Qv / 14k- f4444.)  

F01)-1 
This file is not a Commission file. It is therassassination file, 104060 rather 

than 1090.2p. 
liAv4 i,„ d* diaa 

v(114., WelIrii'^ 
r t 

I". 
What follows -lrtes to the Senate Select (Church) Committee and in theory only 

to JFK assassination records, so there should be a separate claim for each withholding, 

PSI names are withheld on th., second page, claim to 7C. Also 3rd page, which identifies 

the information as relating to the assassination. 

Next/is a WFO record of the day after the assassination with withholdings the need 

and legitimacy of wich I question. There is little with which Andy St. George has not gone 

public relating to Castro and anti-Castro plots. 

The ne reeord 

, 

xy has withholdings for which no claim to exemption is noted. It also 

ie of the day after the assassination. It holds information Congressional investigations 

allege was withheld from the Commission. I believe all such information, as the allegation 

Caistro would have JFK killed, should be disclosed in keeping with FBI and Department 

representations about the nature of the releases and in response to my requests. 

ho claim to exemption is noted on the next record, a DeLoach memo of the day of the 

assassination. 1t is about a call to him by the leader of an anti-Castro group offering 

allXd information on Oswald. All such information was disclosed without any excisions 

priot to FOIL and should be now. In addition, given the disinformation role played by the 

anti-Castro organizations, many of which were connected with the CIA, there should be no 

protection for them and their misleading operations and allegations. They did launch 

persisting mytholoallies. 
(ccFc3,9 

Soot of the following pages relate to the Citizens Committee for a Free Cubarwell 

knownJas CIA and CIA funded. The withholders get so carried away tith their withholding 

function they even withheld the registration required by law under the registration Act so 



The FBI appear tr: hi.lve a racw referral slip from which it has eliminated space 

for indicating the agency to wldch referral was made. 

In court the FBI and its counsel claim that if there is a referral the requester/ 

plaintiff has no recourse from the court or the FBI, only from the agency to which 

referral was made. 

If the requester/plaintiff decides there is no ch-4.ce but to follow the FBI/DJ 

Catch 2:: E:Lemption tLe switch to this kind of referral slip makes it impossible because 

the FBI withholds the ideiification of the agency to which it made the referal that 

was not acted on — in this case for going to two yet-tn.:. 



people would know. Then, after not withholdin, the name, it is withheld on the 8/9/63 

record. Lien:: ti 
	

c2 of those prominent people it used in solicitations and advertising 

and public relations are withheld. 

Serial 7755 is described as "Report of Interview," no date given, of 62 pages of 

which only 15 are disclosed. Again, copyright c 

In Section 191 there is none of this Serial. Even the worksheets ignore the Serial 
ht 

intirely. It is N in them. 

However, there is the Blky. The interview is of the nut Thomson add his wife
a
ad/ A 

10/8/74 but it is represented only by a cover hatdoes not even indicate the source. 

"Federal Government" is stamped on it but no claim to exemption is made, therefore it 

must bu disclosed. (I have no interest but historically all this nutty stuff is important. 
/ 

As is the agency that would at that date waste that kind of time and effort.) What is not 

withheld is in the same typing, has no origin indicated anglis a transcript of what is 

called an interview but is mor4f a speech by Thomson on •Yre  radio, Phoenix, Ariz. 

In the course of checking for 7654 I came upon 7653 and the entirely improper and 

unjustified withholdings in it. The garbage is from theind of one Howard Donahue. As 

"apse processing the records much later had to know from the content„all was being published 

. inithe Baltimore Sun and as Baltimore FO sionact=hm=e informed 	H44,iitwasik4V/iii, 

Auf r04,3 
Phis is a 

7,1  
maaa.tkowra and entirely baseless - in fact impossible - fabrication of a 

self-importaniTiUn nut whit is a crack shot with a head to match. It is as terrible a 

defamation of the Secret Service as is possible, that it killed the Pr. sident. 

Now the FBI's files overflow with the allegation that "public source material" is 

provided. (Naturally, only public material.) But knowing tha, was about to appear and would 
ascii a TALL-1  

be very lsiri hurtful to individual Secret Service personnel the-FBI failed to offer from 

its files "public source material" that would have ended this monstrous business once and 
cout flier rst-tnett" 

far all - phOG,a5ZETSWOT]7ithe impossibility of the Donohue concoction. 

I believe this is enough to question the legitimacy of every FBI claim for the pro- 

tection of the rights of its own personnel if not of all others. It cannot consistently 

make such claims when it knew of this 'retched business in advance and made no offers. 



I would/like to have every relevant FB4 record ) wherever girt may be, in a single file 

for historical purpose relgal7TrefEe Secret Service. I say this because Dons#ue was 

also involved in tusting for a CBS TV special'"'( 1144444 HIM/Ler Ot oiNg4-7,Agen410. 

hors 
I regard this as an appeal, not a new request. The FBI Las made partial and 

knowingly partial and defamatory disclosure. 

This reminds me of records not provided by the some Baltimore Field Office 

relating to my PA request, records I believe WFO and FBIHQ should have. 

William Manchester had a variant of Donohue's frightful mishmash in his book. I 

regarded it as a 	rotten business, too, and I made some effort to counter it then, 

inithe interest of history, of the Secret Service personnel who I au sure were dedicated 

mep and of their families. My comments, defense if you will, appeared in the Baltimore  

Sun, I believe were picked up by a wire servico and were broadcast in Washington. Having 

seen the nature and extent of the FBI's records of my public statements, rOal and 

imigimpp* as altered by the FBI, I believe it has records relating to my comments about 

Manchester's attack on the Secret SerUice escort and has not provided them. I now also 

recf,11 that CBS News broadcast me on Manchester, originating in Los Ang,des. 


